
STAFF REPORT

On Saturday, Italy became the 
first G7 nation to endorse 
China’s mega Belt and 

Road Initiative with the signing of 
a memorandum of understanding 
(MoU) between Italian Prime Minister 
Giuseppe Conte and visiting Chinese 
President Xi Jinping. 

The Chinese president, who arrived 
in Rome on Thursday at the start of a 
three-nation European tour, is aiming to 
promote his grandiose plan of opening 
road, rail and maritime routes from 
China to Europe, in what is often touted 
as a modern-day Silk Road. 

But the Chinese leader’s overzealous 
moves to push through his pet Belt and 
Road Initiative in a host of developing 
countries in Asia and Africa, are being 
watched closely by many European 
leaders already wary of China’s 
aggressive expansions and skeptical 

about the professed intentions of the 
mega project..

Last week the European Union 
released a ten-point plan outlining its 
shift towards more assertive relations 
with Beijing, its biggest trading partner, 
and warning that China was a “rival” 
to the 28-nation bloc. On Sunday, the 
Chinese president is scheduled to visit 

Monaco and then go on to France 
where he will hold discussions with 
French President Emmanuel Macron, 
a strong opponent of Chinese push 
into Europe. President Macron has 
repeatedly warned that the continent 
needed to “awaken” to the challenges 
posed by China. 
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The world clearly needs more 
days of happiness. Besieged by 

the rapid pace of our daily lives and 
the steady stream of depressive news 
on casualties arising from natural and 
man-made calamities around the 
world, we all need more peace and 
tranquility in our lives. 

In this context, having at least one 
day in the year dedicated to happiness 
is not asking too much. If nothing else, 
a day devoted to happiness and helping 
others could help rejuvenate us and 
perhaps restore our faith in humanity.
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established by a group of young 
public policy enthusiasts. The aim is 
to get people excited about public 
transportation in Kuwait and to 
educate them along the way about 
the economic, environmental and 
social benefits of a thriving public 
transportation system. 

Jassim, largely considered 
the front-man of this operation, 
described to me his moment 
of awakening which propelled 
him towards establishing this 
initiative. “My happiest moment 
was in April 28, 2007. It was the 
day I got my license. From there 
on, it went downhill. I always felt 
that I would enjoy driving, but 
in reality and with each passing 
day, I started to feel discouraged 
when I think of driving. I always 
enjoyed the independence aspect 
of transportation abroad. I was in 
my office in Fahad Al Salem Street 
and I had a meeting at the end of 
the same street. It was during the 
summer. That day, I was thinking 
to myself, was it worth leaving 
my parking space? Going to the 
meeting and looking for a parking 
space there? And then go back to 
my office and find another parking 
space? Was it worth my time to do 
that? I decided to do something 
very strange and to try out the bus. 
I knew the bus station was there 
and I just asked each driver if they 
were going to the end of the street 
until I found the right bus. It did 
not drop me next to the meeting 
spot but it was still better than the 
previous options. I decided to use 
the bus more. In 2018, I met a group 
of students in Kuwait University 
– College of Architecture and we 
came up with the initiative – Kuwait 
Commute.”

While I did not relate to Jassim’s 
inclination to ride the bus, I have 
to admit that the dilemma he 
experienced when considering his 
options to get to his meeting is one 
I’m very familiar with. Especially in 
and around Kuwait City – an area 
that I have sworn off entirely during 
business hours due to the mind-
numbingly high traffic congestions 
and accidents. 

“We decided to have an 
experiment in collaboration with 
the College of Architecture in 
Kuwait University in which we 
posted our first public bus day. We 
sent out messages and e-mails for 
people to come to a specific bus 

stop and take the bus with us, 
go to Mubarikiya and come 
back. We were surprised, we 
had 48 people show up. 
A lot of parents with their 
kids, a lot of ladies! It was 
the demographic that we 
thought would be least 
interested but turns out 
they were most interested.”

Ever since its 
establishment, Kuwait 

Commute has gained 
momentum through several 

events, media appearances 
and ultimately – being seen 

around town and actively using 
their hashtag #WhereTheBusAt on 
social media. 

While I am in favor of any solution 
that reduces traffic in Kuwait, our 
public transportation system clearly 
has several shortcomings. As an 
active user of buses, I was curious 
about Jassim’s thoughts on areas 
that needed improvement and if 
he has experienced any challenges 
while riding the bus.

Reflecting on the day he had to 
give a presentation at the American 
University of Kuwait – “I took the 
bus from my house to AUK, usually 
that would take me 25 minutes 
by car. It took me 2 hours by bus. 

That was a good experience for 
me to know the problems that are 
happening in the system.” I was 
visibly taken aback. So if a bus ride 
in lieu of a car ride takes more than 
double the time, why should one 
use the bus?

“What we aim to do is to develop 
the system, fix it from within. What 
we do ask is for people to use the 

bus and write their experience 
using the hashtag #MyCommute, 
it’s a good time for us to do this 
now because Kuwait Municipality 
is doing the Master Plan which 
includes a transportation plan – the 
last major transportation plan that 
was implemented was in 1978.”

“People have to use the bus 
and to complain. We want people 

to say that they don’t like traffic in 
Kuwait. We need a proper public 
transportation infrastructure 
because the current model does 
not work. It will add political weight 
to our initiative if more people 
complained.”

Kuwait Commute has 
established a strong network of 
contacts with relevant stakeholders, 
including senior management 
of bus service providers, public 
officials and members of 
parliament. Through this network, 
Kuwait Commute exchanges 
feedback and information to the 
relevant decision-makers on ways 

to improve the current public 
transportation system in Kuwait. 

“I aim to have a better future in 
which I do not need to continue 
driving or look for parking. My 
ambitions right now are to 
learn more and work towards 
implementing real change in our 
country. The biggest problem 
with our roads is over-capacity. 
The priority is to fix the public 
transportation system so that it’s 
100% cost-effective.”

On how to get people motivated 
about using the bus, Jassim advises 
to “use the bus at least one time, if 
you like it, talk about it. If you don’t 
like it, post about it so that people 
know that we want to use the bus 
but it doesn’t serve us.”

Kuwait Commute has an 
upcoming activity in collaboration 
with Kuwait University at The 
Avenues as well as an exciting social 
media challenge for readers to 
keep up with. For more information 
on Kuwait Commute, follow them 
on Instagram and Twitter at @
KuwaitCommute

Nourah Al Oseimi is a young 
Kuwaiti who holds a Master’s 

degree in Business Administration. 
Nourah has worked in different 

places such as the Central Bank of 
Kuwait and the United Nations. She 

serves as a free-lance contributing 
writer to the Times Kuwait – 

Newsmagazine. Her column – 
Essentially Kuwaiti – will feature 
an in-depth look on exceptional 
young Kuwaitis and their efforts 

towards the realization of a New 
Kuwait.

Jassim Al Awadhi

Let’s Go on a Ride
When was the last time 

you rode a bus? If you’re 
an international reader, 

public transportation may be a 
staple in your daily life. If you’re 
a local reader, however, your 
answer may be very different. I can 
comfortably proclaim that I have 
never used the bus in Kuwait. With 
the exception of school field trips, 
I have never actually used a bus 
to get from point A to point B. In 
fact, it never occurred to me to do 
that. Part of that is largely cultural 
because in Kuwait, we rely on cars. 
Car ownership rates are very high 
and so most people don’t really 
think to use the bus in the first 
place. Well, most people are not like 
Jassim Al Awadhi, 30. 

I came across Jassim Al Awadhi’s 
work through the initiative “Kuwait 
Commute” on social media. I was 
intrigued. Who are they and what 
are they talking about? Kuwait 
Commute is a volunteer initiative 

BY NOURAH AL-OSEIMI
EXCLUSIVE TO THE TIMES KUWAIT

Ever since its 
establishment, Kuwait 
Commute has gained 

momentum through several 
events, media appearances 
and ultimately – being seen 
around town and actively 

using their hashtag 
#WhereTheBusAt 
on social media. 
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Regardless of the massive political 
divisions among the public and 
MPs in the United Kingdom and 

the European Union (EU) toward Brexit, 
the harmful implications of post-Brexit is 
becoming more significant day by day, in 
particular the future negative impacts on 
UK’s economy. 

The  global  economy is 
interconnected, and with the UK 
ranked as the fifth largest economy in 

the world, the economic 
impact of Brexit are likely to 
be felt worldwide. Kuwait, 
with its historical ties to the 
UK that span centuries, has  
commercial and financial 
interests on the government, 
private firms and individual 
levels, which could be 
impacted by Brexit.

Here we attempt to figure 
out the various effects of 
Brexit on Kuwaiti firms and 
individuals. Kuwait is one 

of the top-50 trade partners for the UK 
and the total Kuwaiti governmental and 
private investments in the UK is reported 
to be in excess of $65 billion.

Also, many Kuwaiti firms and investors 
such as Kuwait Investment Authority 
(KIA), which has more than 16 percent 
of its assets in Britain, consider United 
Kingdom the gateway to Europe. 
Moreover, tens of thousands of Kuwaiti 
individuals have invested their funds in 

British properties and find the UK to be a 
desirable destination in terms of tourism, 
education and medical service purposes. 

Since the Brexit referendum, there 
have been a large number of analytic 
studies on the implications  from a post-
Brexit era, and each of these have come 
up with different outcomes. In November 
2018, following extensive economic 
analyses, including stress tests to 
approach the accurate consequences of 
both, a disruptive ‘deal’ and a disorderly 
‘no deal’ scenarios, the Bank of England 
released a weighty report. The Bank 
found that the economy in the UK will be 
hit towards the mid of 2019 by a negative 
shock that could cause a recession 
that would extend to 2023, before any 
economic correction.

Briefly, the bank’s report points out 
that Britain leaving the EU single market 
and customs union could result in British 
trade gradually shrinking by 15 percent till 
2023, which means implementing tariffs 
on products and enforcing restrictions 
between UK and EU borders. As a result 
of this shrink in commercial exchange, 
economic growth is going to decline to 
minus 6.5 percent on average. Also in the 
same context, sterling pound’s exchange 
rate is predicted to decrease between 15 
to 25 percent from its current value, and 
that will lead the interest rate to rise by 5.5 
percent, and for inflation rate to increase 
to 4.25 percent, in the best case scenario. 

Furthermore, the report points 
out that due to the emergence of 
unusual restrictions on the trade and 
movement between the UK and Europe, 

trade openness and foreign investors 
attractiveness will be reduced by 20 
percent and that property prices will 
slump around 30 percent. Broadly it 
seems clear that Brexit has considerable 
implications on vast aspects within 
the UK and might create turning point 
of the general situation and stability 
there, which causes direct and indirect 
consequences for firms and individuals 
in  Kuwait because of their strong 
commercial correlations with the UK.

The exchange rate of pound sterling 
has fallen more than 12 percent against 
Kuwaiti Dinar since the Brexit referendum 
in 2016 and according to the Bank of 
England’s findings, the pound is going to 
have double depreciation and real estate 
sector will face crash in prices. This in turn 
will threaten the values and returns of KIA 
assets and consequently its contribution 
into the general revenues of the state 
budget. The fall in value of pound sterling 
will also impact Kuwaiti investors and 
business , in particular those engaged in 
the UK property market.

However, the weakness of pound 
sterling to the Kuwaiti dinar will benefit 
Kuwaiti residents and visitors to the UK, 
as it will raise their purchasing power and 
increase their spending in British markets. 
This could also encourage Kuwaiti 
investors to push their funds into lower 
priced properties market for either leisure 
or long terms investment purposes. 

Although most of the indicators 
showed that leaving EU and imposing 
tariffs and restrictions on goods would 
damage the trade and economy of the 
UK, many Brexiters consider that there 
is a  possibility to fill “trade gap” after 
Brexit and protect the global position of 
British trade through arranging free trade 
deals with many countries such as; US, 
GCC, Japan, and other Asian states. To 
cover losses from European trade, the UK 
government has been entering into trade 
deals with many governments, including 
with the six-nation Gulf-Cooperation 
Council (GCC).

Kuwait is at the top of the list for UK 
government because of the historic 
and strong relations between the two 
countries in all aspects and due to 
democratic atmosphere and the progress 
in human rights field in Kuwait. No doubt 
that signing trade agreement between 
the two countries would be a benefit 
for both and take their mutual economic 
and strategic interests to higher levels. 

EXCLUSIVE to THE TIMES KUWAIT

Impact of Brexit on Kuwaiti firms and individuals 

Brexit will in turn 
threaten the values and 
returns on assets held 
by Kuwait Investment 

Authority and consequently 
its contribution into the 
general revenues of the 

state budget.

Any trade pact between UK and Kuwait is going 
to benefit wholesalers and retailers through 
getting rid of tariffs and related costs for goods 
imported from Britain. The trade deal will also 
grant opportunities for Kuwaiti businesses to 
enter into British markets. 

Moreover, the expansion in commercial 
ties will assist Kuwait government in achieving 
general economic aims, while the trade pact 
will create a large number of jobs and, more 
significantly, the deal will enable the flow of 

British capital to Kuwait market. This inflow of 
investments will in particular support Kuwait’s 
‘2035 vision’ of becoming a commercial and 
financial hub in the region.

To safeguard Kuwaiti investments and assets 
in the UK following Brexit,  Kuwaiti officials and 
investors need to consider various Brexit scenarios 
and take into account its potential threats and 
opportunities and find the best possible methods 
to boost cooperation between the Kuwaiti and 
British economies.

BY SALMAN AL-NAQI
Special to The Times Kuwait
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established by a group of young 
public policy enthusiasts. The aim is 
to get people excited about public 
transportation in Kuwait and to 
educate them along the way about 
the economic, environmental and 
social benefits of a thriving public 
transportation system. 

Jassim, largely considered 
the front-man of this operation, 
described to me his moment 
of awakening which propelled 
him towards establishing this 
initiative. “My happiest moment 
was in April 28, 2007. It was the 
day I got my license. From there 
on, it went downhill. I always felt 
that I would enjoy driving, but 
in reality and with each passing 
day, I started to feel discouraged 
when I think of driving. I always 
enjoyed the independence aspect 
of transportation abroad. I was in 
my office in Fahad Al Salem Street 
and I had a meeting at the end of 
the same street. It was during the 
summer. That day, I was thinking 
to myself, was it worth leaving 
my parking space? Going to the 
meeting and looking for a parking 
space there? And then go back to 
my office and find another parking 
space? Was it worth my time to do 
that? I decided to do something 
very strange and to try out the bus. 
I knew the bus station was there 
and I just asked each driver if they 
were going to the end of the street 
until I found the right bus. It did 
not drop me next to the meeting 
spot but it was still better than the 
previous options. I decided to use 
the bus more. In 2018, I met a group 
of students in Kuwait University 
– College of Architecture and we 
came up with the initiative – Kuwait 
Commute.”

While I did not relate to Jassim’s 
inclination to ride the bus, I have 
to admit that the dilemma he 
experienced when considering his 
options to get to his meeting is one 
I’m very familiar with. Especially in 
and around Kuwait City – an area 
that I have sworn off entirely during 
business hours due to the mind-
numbingly high traffic congestions 
and accidents. 

“We decided to have an 
experiment in collaboration with 
the College of Architecture in 
Kuwait University in which we 
posted our first public bus day. We 
sent out messages and e-mails for 
people to come to a specific bus 

stop and take the bus with us, 
go to Mubarikiya and come 
back. We were surprised, we 
had 48 people show up. 
A lot of parents with their 
kids, a lot of ladies! It was 
the demographic that we 
thought would be least 
interested but turns out 
they were most interested.”

Ever since its 
establishment, Kuwait 

Commute has gained 
momentum through several 

events, media appearances 
and ultimately – being seen 

around town and actively using 
their hashtag #WhereTheBusAt on 
social media. 

While I am in favor of any solution 
that reduces traffic in Kuwait, our 
public transportation system clearly 
has several shortcomings. As an 
active user of buses, I was curious 
about Jassim’s thoughts on areas 
that needed improvement and if 
he has experienced any challenges 
while riding the bus.

Reflecting on the day he had to 
give a presentation at the American 
University of Kuwait – “I took the 
bus from my house to AUK, usually 
that would take me 25 minutes 
by car. It took me 2 hours by bus. 

That was a good experience for 
me to know the problems that are 
happening in the system.” I was 
visibly taken aback. So if a bus ride 
in lieu of a car ride takes more than 
double the time, why should one 
use the bus?

“What we aim to do is to develop 
the system, fix it from within. What 
we do ask is for people to use the 

bus and write their experience 
using the hashtag #MyCommute, 
it’s a good time for us to do this 
now because Kuwait Municipality 
is doing the Master Plan which 
includes a transportation plan – the 
last major transportation plan that 
was implemented was in 1978.”

“People have to use the bus 
and to complain. We want people 

to say that they don’t like traffic in 
Kuwait. We need a proper public 
transportation infrastructure 
because the current model does 
not work. It will add political weight 
to our initiative if more people 
complained.”

Kuwait Commute has 
established a strong network of 
contacts with relevant stakeholders, 
including senior management 
of bus service providers, public 
officials and members of 
parliament. Through this network, 
Kuwait Commute exchanges 
feedback and information to the 
relevant decision-makers on ways 

to improve the current public 
transportation system in Kuwait. 

“I aim to have a better future in 
which I do not need to continue 
driving or look for parking. My 
ambitions right now are to 
learn more and work towards 
implementing real change in our 
country. The biggest problem 
with our roads is over-capacity. 
The priority is to fix the public 
transportation system so that it’s 
100% cost-effective.”

On how to get people motivated 
about using the bus, Jassim advises 
to “use the bus at least one time, if 
you like it, talk about it. If you don’t 
like it, post about it so that people 
know that we want to use the bus 
but it doesn’t serve us.”

Kuwait Commute has an 
upcoming activity in collaboration 
with Kuwait University at The 
Avenues as well as an exciting social 
media challenge for readers to 
keep up with. For more information 
on Kuwait Commute, follow them 
on Instagram and Twitter at @
KuwaitCommute

Nourah Al Oseimi is a young 
Kuwaiti who holds a Master’s 

degree in Business Administration. 
Nourah has worked in different 

places such as the Central Bank of 
Kuwait and the United Nations. She 

serves as a free-lance contributing 
writer to the Times Kuwait – 

Newsmagazine. Her column – 
Essentially Kuwaiti – will feature 
an in-depth look on exceptional 
young Kuwaitis and their efforts 

towards the realization of a New 
Kuwait.

Jassim Al Awadhi

Let’s Go on a Ride
When was the last time 

you rode a bus? If you’re 
an international reader, 

public transportation may be a 
staple in your daily life. If you’re 
a local reader, however, your 
answer may be very different. I can 
comfortably proclaim that I have 
never used the bus in Kuwait. With 
the exception of school field trips, 
I have never actually used a bus 
to get from point A to point B. In 
fact, it never occurred to me to do 
that. Part of that is largely cultural 
because in Kuwait, we rely on cars. 
Car ownership rates are very high 
and so most people don’t really 
think to use the bus in the first 
place. Well, most people are not like 
Jassim Al Awadhi, 30. 

I came across Jassim Al Awadhi’s 
work through the initiative “Kuwait 
Commute” on social media. I was 
intrigued. Who are they and what 
are they talking about? Kuwait 
Commute is a volunteer initiative 
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Ever since its 
establishment, Kuwait 
Commute has gained 

momentum through several 
events, media appearances 
and ultimately – being seen 
around town and actively 

using their hashtag 
#WhereTheBusAt 
on social media. 
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Regardless of the massive political 
divisions among the public and 
MPs in the United Kingdom and 

the European Union (EU) toward Brexit, 
the harmful implications of post-Brexit is 
becoming more significant day by day, in 
particular the future negative impacts on 
UK’s economy. 

The  global  economy is 
interconnected, and with the UK 
ranked as the fifth largest economy in 

the world, the economic 
impact of Brexit are likely to 
be felt worldwide. Kuwait, 
with its historical ties to the 
UK that span centuries, has  
commercial and financial 
interests on the government, 
private firms and individual 
levels, which could be 
impacted by Brexit.

Here we attempt to figure 
out the various effects of 
Brexit on Kuwaiti firms and 
individuals. Kuwait is one 

of the top-50 trade partners for the UK 
and the total Kuwaiti governmental and 
private investments in the UK is reported 
to be in excess of $65 billion.

Also, many Kuwaiti firms and investors 
such as Kuwait Investment Authority 
(KIA), which has more than 16 percent 
of its assets in Britain, consider United 
Kingdom the gateway to Europe. 
Moreover, tens of thousands of Kuwaiti 
individuals have invested their funds in 

British properties and find the UK to be a 
desirable destination in terms of tourism, 
education and medical service purposes. 

Since the Brexit referendum, there 
have been a large number of analytic 
studies on the implications  from a post-
Brexit era, and each of these have come 
up with different outcomes. In November 
2018, following extensive economic 
analyses, including stress tests to 
approach the accurate consequences of 
both, a disruptive ‘deal’ and a disorderly 
‘no deal’ scenarios, the Bank of England 
released a weighty report. The Bank 
found that the economy in the UK will be 
hit towards the mid of 2019 by a negative 
shock that could cause a recession 
that would extend to 2023, before any 
economic correction.

Briefly, the bank’s report points out 
that Britain leaving the EU single market 
and customs union could result in British 
trade gradually shrinking by 15 percent till 
2023, which means implementing tariffs 
on products and enforcing restrictions 
between UK and EU borders. As a result 
of this shrink in commercial exchange, 
economic growth is going to decline to 
minus 6.5 percent on average. Also in the 
same context, sterling pound’s exchange 
rate is predicted to decrease between 15 
to 25 percent from its current value, and 
that will lead the interest rate to rise by 5.5 
percent, and for inflation rate to increase 
to 4.25 percent, in the best case scenario. 

Furthermore, the report points 
out that due to the emergence of 
unusual restrictions on the trade and 
movement between the UK and Europe, 

trade openness and foreign investors 
attractiveness will be reduced by 20 
percent and that property prices will 
slump around 30 percent. Broadly it 
seems clear that Brexit has considerable 
implications on vast aspects within 
the UK and might create turning point 
of the general situation and stability 
there, which causes direct and indirect 
consequences for firms and individuals 
in  Kuwait because of their strong 
commercial correlations with the UK.

The exchange rate of pound sterling 
has fallen more than 12 percent against 
Kuwaiti Dinar since the Brexit referendum 
in 2016 and according to the Bank of 
England’s findings, the pound is going to 
have double depreciation and real estate 
sector will face crash in prices. This in turn 
will threaten the values and returns of KIA 
assets and consequently its contribution 
into the general revenues of the state 
budget. The fall in value of pound sterling 
will also impact Kuwaiti investors and 
business , in particular those engaged in 
the UK property market.

However, the weakness of pound 
sterling to the Kuwaiti dinar will benefit 
Kuwaiti residents and visitors to the UK, 
as it will raise their purchasing power and 
increase their spending in British markets. 
This could also encourage Kuwaiti 
investors to push their funds into lower 
priced properties market for either leisure 
or long terms investment purposes. 

Although most of the indicators 
showed that leaving EU and imposing 
tariffs and restrictions on goods would 
damage the trade and economy of the 
UK, many Brexiters consider that there 
is a  possibility to fill “trade gap” after 
Brexit and protect the global position of 
British trade through arranging free trade 
deals with many countries such as; US, 
GCC, Japan, and other Asian states. To 
cover losses from European trade, the UK 
government has been entering into trade 
deals with many governments, including 
with the six-nation Gulf-Cooperation 
Council (GCC).

Kuwait is at the top of the list for UK 
government because of the historic 
and strong relations between the two 
countries in all aspects and due to 
democratic atmosphere and the progress 
in human rights field in Kuwait. No doubt 
that signing trade agreement between 
the two countries would be a benefit 
for both and take their mutual economic 
and strategic interests to higher levels. 
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Impact of Brexit on Kuwaiti firms and individuals 

Brexit will in turn 
threaten the values and 
returns on assets held 
by Kuwait Investment 

Authority and consequently 
its contribution into the 
general revenues of the 

state budget.

Any trade pact between UK and Kuwait is going 
to benefit wholesalers and retailers through 
getting rid of tariffs and related costs for goods 
imported from Britain. The trade deal will also 
grant opportunities for Kuwaiti businesses to 
enter into British markets. 

Moreover, the expansion in commercial 
ties will assist Kuwait government in achieving 
general economic aims, while the trade pact 
will create a large number of jobs and, more 
significantly, the deal will enable the flow of 

British capital to Kuwait market. This inflow of 
investments will in particular support Kuwait’s 
‘2035 vision’ of becoming a commercial and 
financial hub in the region.

To safeguard Kuwaiti investments and assets 
in the UK following Brexit,  Kuwaiti officials and 
investors need to consider various Brexit scenarios 
and take into account its potential threats and 
opportunities and find the best possible methods 
to boost cooperation between the Kuwaiti and 
British economies.

BY SALMAN AL-NAQI
Special to The Times Kuwait
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Canadian Ambassador to Kuwait 
H.E. Louis-Pierre Emond hosted a 
reception at his residence on 18 March 

to mark International Francophonie Day. 
Kuwait’s former Prime Minister H.H. Sheikh 
Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah 
was the chief guest on the occasion, which 
was also attended by several senior Kuwaiti 
officials, members of the diplomatic corps and 
special invitees.

In his address to the gathering, Ambassador 
Emond said, “Each year, on 20 March, 
Francophones and Francophiles around the 
world celebrate the International Day of La 
Francophonie. This year, the theme is ‘En 
français…s’il vous plait’.” 

Elaborating on the theme, he said, “The 
theme conveys the idea that French speakers 
have the opportunity to speak one of the 
modern world’s preeminent languages, and 
that they should seize this opportunity.

 It also means that the French language 

belongs to everyone who speaks it.” Lauding 
the positive role played by La Francophonie, 
the ambassador added, “The Day also 
reminds us of the important role played by 
La Francophonie in the promotion of peace, 
democracy, respect for human rights and 
sustainable development, and the central 
place it gives to women, youth and the 
vulnerable, in its work.”

Sharing some facts about the French 
language, he revealed, “French is the 5th 
most spoken language in the world and 
the 4th language on the Internet. French 
has official language status in 32 states 
and governments, and in the majority 
of international organizations. It is also 
learned as a foreign language by over 50 
million people. The International Day of La 
Francophonie is celebrated well beyond the 
Francophone world, in over 100 countries on 
five continents.” 

Emphasizing how the French language is 

part of his country, he pointed out, “French, 
one of Canada’s official languages along 
with English, is an essential component of 
Canadian history and heritage. 

It is also an invaluable asset for our future. 
Francophones represent 22.8 percent of 
the Canadian population, or approximately 
7.9 million people, on the basis of the first 
official language spoken criterion.” “This large 
Francophone and Francophile community is 
an integral part of the Canadian identity and 
helps to make it unique,” he added. 

Speaking on the occasion, Sheikh Nasser 
Al-Sabah highlighted  contributions made 
by the French language to human history, 
literature, philosophy, politics and arts. He also 
provided some interesting details about the 
French language and how it was remarkably 
influenced by Arabic during the Muslim rule 
of the neighboring Iberian Peninsula. 

Sheikh Nasser said that the French 
language had influenced other world 

languages and culture, and pointed to some 
of the prominent French and Arabic figures 
who had helped enrich  interaction between 
the two languages and cultures through 
their diverse works. He also emphasized 
the strong relations between Kuwait and all 
Francophone countries.

The International Francophonie Day 
is observed within the International 
Organization of the Francophonie on 20 
March to celebrate the French language and 
Francophone culture. 

The International Organization of 
the Francophonie is an international 
organization representing countries and 
regions where French is a lingua franca 
or customary language, and where a 
significant proportion of the population 
are francophones (French speakers), or 
where there is a notable affiliation with 
French culture. Kuwait became an observer 
state in the organization in July 2017.

International Francophonie Day
 celebrated with reception

Lulu Hypermarket, the leading retailer in the 
region, opened Lulu Express Fresh Market, 

a new concept store at Al -Sharqia Commercial 
Complex in Khaitan on 17 March. 

The first Lulu Express Fresh Market store in 
Kuwait was inaugurated by Chairman & Managing 
Director of Lulu Group International Mr. Yusuffali 
M.A. & Mariam Ismayil Jumaah Alansari ,in the 
presence of govt officials and dignitaries as well as 
large gathering of shoppers.

Lulu Express Fresh Market is a new store format 
that adds to Lulu’s growing retail portfolio, taking 
the number of branches in the country to eight 
and the total branches across the world to 163. The 
convenience-focused store, spread across a 25,000 
sq. ft. area, has dedicated sections for fresh fruits 
and vegetables, chilled and frozen fish and meat, 
a delicatessen, grocery, dairy, roastery, bakery and 
hot-foods, as well as non-food items and, health 
and beauty products.

The new Lulu Express Fresh Market store’s easy 
accessibility, its modern ambiance, clear layout, 
wide aisles and well-stocked shelves are focused on 
providing the utmost convenience to shoppers.  

Speaking to media Mr. Yusuffali said “it is 
our constant endeavor to bring world-class 
shopping experience to our valued shoppers 
by going nearer to them rather than making 
them drive long distance to reach us. This new 
concept is one such step in that direction. From 

the time we opened our first store in Kuwait, we 
have received great response from both Kuwaiti 
as well as expat shoppers and we will continue 
to invest more in further strengthening our 
presence here”. 

The store delivers a comfortable shopping 
environment while providing a wide range of 
high-quality goods at competitive prices, further 
entrenching Lulu’s position as one of the finest 
customer-oriented retailers in the region. 

Lulu Hypermarket launches new concept store

Badr Al Samaa Medical Centre management  
invited 30 mothers from various 

nationalities to a gathering held at its premises 
on Mother’s Day. The invitees were from among 
the hundreds who had undergone antenatal 
care at Badr al Samaa Medical Centre, Farwaniya 
during the last one year. The event was held to 
honor the mothers and their families for being 
part of Badr Al Samaa’s antenatal care program.

The gathering was inaugurated by Dr. 
Pragathi Nambiar and Dr. Gehan Yousry ( 
Obstetrics and Gynecology Specialists), who 
also spoke on topics covering safe antenatal 
care and motherhood.

“Pregnancy is a short and sweet journey of 
nine months but, if not cared for, can give rise 
to many problems. Antenatal care includes 
planned checks and observations made by the 
doctor on the patient at regular intervals,” said 

Dr. Pragathi. The importance of investigations 
and ultrasound was discussed along with goals 
and schedules of antenatal care.

The directors of Badr Al Samaa, Abdul 
Latheef, P.A. Mohammed and Dr. Vinod V.T. 
send their best wishes to all the new mothers 

of Badr Al Samaa. The event was presided over 
by Centre’s Branch Manager Abdul Razzak , the 
Marketing Manager Nitin Menon, and Business 
Development Manager Siju Mathai. The event 
was organized by the management and staff of 
Badr Al Samaa Medical Centre, Farwaniya.

Badr al Samaa Medical Centre celebrates Mother’s Day Family visit 
visa issuance 
based on salary
Ministry of Interior (MOI) undersecretary 

for residency affairs Maj. General 
Talal Maarafi authorized the residency 
department in all governorates to grant visit 
visas for expats based on their income  and 
after verifying that they are fully capable of 
sponsoring a visitors’ stay. Visit visas now will 
be granted from 1 month to 3 months based 
on salary earned by the applicant.

Family visit visas will be limited to 1 month. 
Tourist visit visas are valid for 3 months which 
are normally given to Europeans and resident 
expats’ wives and families.
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No renting real 
estate to bachelors

Head of the committee that was formed 
to follow up on the phenomenon of 

bachelors living in private residential areas, Eng. 
Ammar Al-Ammar, said that the committee is 
only concerned with the renting of real-estate 
to bachelors and has no problem with citizens 
renting out apartments in licensed private 
residential buildings to expatriate families.

Eng. Al-Ammar said all municipality 
branches have been instructed to submit their 
reports to the committee for discussion during 
a meeting to be held on April 1, affirming that 
the municipality teams are working daily 
to monitor the renting out of real-estate 
properties to bachelors.

Since the government announcement 
that residency stickers will no longer 
be applied to passports and all details 

will be on the civil ID there has been a lot of 
confusion among sections of the expatriate 
community in Kuwait. 

A press release from the Director General 
of Public Authority for Civil Information (PACI), 
Musaed Al-Asousi, made clear that expatriates 
whose passports have valid residency stickers 
do not have to make any amendments to 
existing civil ID data, and would face no 
difficulty traveling to and from Kuwait. 

But, if an expatriate has a valid residency 
sticker in his passport but has transferred the 
data to a new passport, he has to visit PACI in 

order to obtain a new civil ID before leaving 
Kuwait.

In a press release, he explained that a valid 
civil ID will be deemed as evidence that the 
residency is valid, and an expatriate who is 
not in possession of a valid civil ID and a valid 
passport will not be allowed to enter or exit 
Kuwait.

If there are mistakes in the data printed 
on the civil ID of an expatriate such as in the 
name, passport number or job title, he has to 
visit Ministry of Interior for rectification of the 
mistake, and then visit the PACI website to 
apply for new civil ID. 

He called upon expatriates to ascertain the 
data in their civil ID are accurate such as the 

passport number and the name in English, 
revealing that this is done in three stages 
— handing over the relevant application, 
receiving the receipt from Ministry of Interior 
and receiving SMS from PACI. 

He added that to carry out residency 
procedures, expatriates need not visit PACI; 

they can instead follow the instructions sent 
via SMS (mobile text message) or visit the 
website of PACI to complete the procedures 
for obtaining a new civil ID. To renew the 
residency, an expatriate will have to visit the 
website of Ministry of Interior where he must 
register his personal data, health insurance 
details and telephone number. 

Any expatriate who loses his civil ID abroad 
has to contact the Embassy of Kuwait in that 
country in order to obtain a certificate that has 
details of his residency so that he can return to 
Kuwait. Once he reaches Kuwait, he has to visit 
PACI to apply for a new civil ID.

PACI services are available from their 
website or www.paci.gov.kw on www.gov.kw

No amendments needed to existing civil ID

Bangladesh Embassy 
marks Birth Anniversary 
of Father of Nation

The Embassy of Bangladesh celebrated the 99th 
Birth Anniversary of the Father of the Nation 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and National 
Children’s Day 2019 on 17 March.

The event was witnessed by the Embassy 
officials, officials from the Bangladesh Military 
Contingent, Country Manager of Biman Bangladesh 
Airlines, Bangladeshi expatriates and local media 
representatives. On the sidelines of the function, an art 
competition was arranged at the multipurpose hall in 
the Chancery, which saw the participation of around 
100 children. Many participants took part in the 
discussion that highlighted the life and achievements 
of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.

In his speech, Bangladesh ambassador S.M. Abul 
Kalam urged all present to follow the ideals and 
teachings of the Father of the Nation Bangabandhu 
in their real life and also requested the Bangladeshi 
community in Kuwait to raise the image of our 
beloved motherland Bangladesh. After the discussion 
session, prizes and certificates were awarded among 
those who participated in the art competition by the 
Ambassador. After the discussion session, prizes and 
certificates were awarded by the Ambassador to those 
who participated in the art competition.
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Canadian Ambassador to Kuwait 
H.E. Louis-Pierre Emond hosted a 
reception at his residence on 18 March 

to mark International Francophonie Day. 
Kuwait’s former Prime Minister H.H. Sheikh 
Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah 
was the chief guest on the occasion, which 
was also attended by several senior Kuwaiti 
officials, members of the diplomatic corps and 
special invitees.

In his address to the gathering, Ambassador 
Emond said, “Each year, on 20 March, 
Francophones and Francophiles around the 
world celebrate the International Day of La 
Francophonie. This year, the theme is ‘En 
français…s’il vous plait’.” 

Elaborating on the theme, he said, “The 
theme conveys the idea that French speakers 
have the opportunity to speak one of the 
modern world’s preeminent languages, and 
that they should seize this opportunity.

 It also means that the French language 

belongs to everyone who speaks it.” Lauding 
the positive role played by La Francophonie, 
the ambassador added, “The Day also 
reminds us of the important role played by 
La Francophonie in the promotion of peace, 
democracy, respect for human rights and 
sustainable development, and the central 
place it gives to women, youth and the 
vulnerable, in its work.”

Sharing some facts about the French 
language, he revealed, “French is the 5th 
most spoken language in the world and 
the 4th language on the Internet. French 
has official language status in 32 states 
and governments, and in the majority 
of international organizations. It is also 
learned as a foreign language by over 50 
million people. The International Day of La 
Francophonie is celebrated well beyond the 
Francophone world, in over 100 countries on 
five continents.” 

Emphasizing how the French language is 

part of his country, he pointed out, “French, 
one of Canada’s official languages along 
with English, is an essential component of 
Canadian history and heritage. 

It is also an invaluable asset for our future. 
Francophones represent 22.8 percent of 
the Canadian population, or approximately 
7.9 million people, on the basis of the first 
official language spoken criterion.” “This large 
Francophone and Francophile community is 
an integral part of the Canadian identity and 
helps to make it unique,” he added. 

Speaking on the occasion, Sheikh Nasser 
Al-Sabah highlighted  contributions made 
by the French language to human history, 
literature, philosophy, politics and arts. He also 
provided some interesting details about the 
French language and how it was remarkably 
influenced by Arabic during the Muslim rule 
of the neighboring Iberian Peninsula. 

Sheikh Nasser said that the French 
language had influenced other world 

languages and culture, and pointed to some 
of the prominent French and Arabic figures 
who had helped enrich  interaction between 
the two languages and cultures through 
their diverse works. He also emphasized 
the strong relations between Kuwait and all 
Francophone countries.

The International Francophonie Day 
is observed within the International 
Organization of the Francophonie on 20 
March to celebrate the French language and 
Francophone culture. 

The International Organization of 
the Francophonie is an international 
organization representing countries and 
regions where French is a lingua franca 
or customary language, and where a 
significant proportion of the population 
are francophones (French speakers), or 
where there is a notable affiliation with 
French culture. Kuwait became an observer 
state in the organization in July 2017.

International Francophonie Day
 celebrated with reception

Lulu Hypermarket, the leading retailer in the 
region, opened Lulu Express Fresh Market, 

a new concept store at Al -Sharqia Commercial 
Complex in Khaitan on 17 March. 

The first Lulu Express Fresh Market store in 
Kuwait was inaugurated by Chairman & Managing 
Director of Lulu Group International Mr. Yusuffali 
M.A. & Mariam Ismayil Jumaah Alansari ,in the 
presence of govt officials and dignitaries as well as 
large gathering of shoppers.

Lulu Express Fresh Market is a new store format 
that adds to Lulu’s growing retail portfolio, taking 
the number of branches in the country to eight 
and the total branches across the world to 163. The 
convenience-focused store, spread across a 25,000 
sq. ft. area, has dedicated sections for fresh fruits 
and vegetables, chilled and frozen fish and meat, 
a delicatessen, grocery, dairy, roastery, bakery and 
hot-foods, as well as non-food items and, health 
and beauty products.

The new Lulu Express Fresh Market store’s easy 
accessibility, its modern ambiance, clear layout, 
wide aisles and well-stocked shelves are focused on 
providing the utmost convenience to shoppers.  

Speaking to media Mr. Yusuffali said “it is 
our constant endeavor to bring world-class 
shopping experience to our valued shoppers 
by going nearer to them rather than making 
them drive long distance to reach us. This new 
concept is one such step in that direction. From 

the time we opened our first store in Kuwait, we 
have received great response from both Kuwaiti 
as well as expat shoppers and we will continue 
to invest more in further strengthening our 
presence here”. 

The store delivers a comfortable shopping 
environment while providing a wide range of 
high-quality goods at competitive prices, further 
entrenching Lulu’s position as one of the finest 
customer-oriented retailers in the region. 

Lulu Hypermarket launches new concept store

Badr Al Samaa Medical Centre management  
invited 30 mothers from various 

nationalities to a gathering held at its premises 
on Mother’s Day. The invitees were from among 
the hundreds who had undergone antenatal 
care at Badr al Samaa Medical Centre, Farwaniya 
during the last one year. The event was held to 
honor the mothers and their families for being 
part of Badr Al Samaa’s antenatal care program.

The gathering was inaugurated by Dr. 
Pragathi Nambiar and Dr. Gehan Yousry ( 
Obstetrics and Gynecology Specialists), who 
also spoke on topics covering safe antenatal 
care and motherhood.

“Pregnancy is a short and sweet journey of 
nine months but, if not cared for, can give rise 
to many problems. Antenatal care includes 
planned checks and observations made by the 
doctor on the patient at regular intervals,” said 

Dr. Pragathi. The importance of investigations 
and ultrasound was discussed along with goals 
and schedules of antenatal care.

The directors of Badr Al Samaa, Abdul 
Latheef, P.A. Mohammed and Dr. Vinod V.T. 
send their best wishes to all the new mothers 

of Badr Al Samaa. The event was presided over 
by Centre’s Branch Manager Abdul Razzak , the 
Marketing Manager Nitin Menon, and Business 
Development Manager Siju Mathai. The event 
was organized by the management and staff of 
Badr Al Samaa Medical Centre, Farwaniya.

Badr al Samaa Medical Centre celebrates Mother’s Day Family visit 
visa issuance 
based on salary
Ministry of Interior (MOI) undersecretary 

for residency affairs Maj. General 
Talal Maarafi authorized the residency 
department in all governorates to grant visit 
visas for expats based on their income  and 
after verifying that they are fully capable of 
sponsoring a visitors’ stay. Visit visas now will 
be granted from 1 month to 3 months based 
on salary earned by the applicant.

Family visit visas will be limited to 1 month. 
Tourist visit visas are valid for 3 months which 
are normally given to Europeans and resident 
expats’ wives and families.
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No renting real 
estate to bachelors

Head of the committee that was formed 
to follow up on the phenomenon of 

bachelors living in private residential areas, Eng. 
Ammar Al-Ammar, said that the committee is 
only concerned with the renting of real-estate 
to bachelors and has no problem with citizens 
renting out apartments in licensed private 
residential buildings to expatriate families.

Eng. Al-Ammar said all municipality 
branches have been instructed to submit their 
reports to the committee for discussion during 
a meeting to be held on April 1, affirming that 
the municipality teams are working daily 
to monitor the renting out of real-estate 
properties to bachelors.

Since the government announcement 
that residency stickers will no longer 
be applied to passports and all details 

will be on the civil ID there has been a lot of 
confusion among sections of the expatriate 
community in Kuwait. 

A press release from the Director General 
of Public Authority for Civil Information (PACI), 
Musaed Al-Asousi, made clear that expatriates 
whose passports have valid residency stickers 
do not have to make any amendments to 
existing civil ID data, and would face no 
difficulty traveling to and from Kuwait. 

But, if an expatriate has a valid residency 
sticker in his passport but has transferred the 
data to a new passport, he has to visit PACI in 

order to obtain a new civil ID before leaving 
Kuwait.

In a press release, he explained that a valid 
civil ID will be deemed as evidence that the 
residency is valid, and an expatriate who is 
not in possession of a valid civil ID and a valid 
passport will not be allowed to enter or exit 
Kuwait.

If there are mistakes in the data printed 
on the civil ID of an expatriate such as in the 
name, passport number or job title, he has to 
visit Ministry of Interior for rectification of the 
mistake, and then visit the PACI website to 
apply for new civil ID. 

He called upon expatriates to ascertain the 
data in their civil ID are accurate such as the 

passport number and the name in English, 
revealing that this is done in three stages 
— handing over the relevant application, 
receiving the receipt from Ministry of Interior 
and receiving SMS from PACI. 

He added that to carry out residency 
procedures, expatriates need not visit PACI; 

they can instead follow the instructions sent 
via SMS (mobile text message) or visit the 
website of PACI to complete the procedures 
for obtaining a new civil ID. To renew the 
residency, an expatriate will have to visit the 
website of Ministry of Interior where he must 
register his personal data, health insurance 
details and telephone number. 

Any expatriate who loses his civil ID abroad 
has to contact the Embassy of Kuwait in that 
country in order to obtain a certificate that has 
details of his residency so that he can return to 
Kuwait. Once he reaches Kuwait, he has to visit 
PACI to apply for a new civil ID.

PACI services are available from their 
website or www.paci.gov.kw on www.gov.kw

No amendments needed to existing civil ID

Bangladesh Embassy 
marks Birth Anniversary 
of Father of Nation

The Embassy of Bangladesh celebrated the 99th 
Birth Anniversary of the Father of the Nation 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and National 
Children’s Day 2019 on 17 March.

The event was witnessed by the Embassy 
officials, officials from the Bangladesh Military 
Contingent, Country Manager of Biman Bangladesh 
Airlines, Bangladeshi expatriates and local media 
representatives. On the sidelines of the function, an art 
competition was arranged at the multipurpose hall in 
the Chancery, which saw the participation of around 
100 children. Many participants took part in the 
discussion that highlighted the life and achievements 
of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.

In his speech, Bangladesh ambassador S.M. Abul 
Kalam urged all present to follow the ideals and 
teachings of the Father of the Nation Bangabandhu 
in their real life and also requested the Bangladeshi 
community in Kuwait to raise the image of our 
beloved motherland Bangladesh. After the discussion 
session, prizes and certificates were awarded among 
those who participated in the art competition by the 
Ambassador. After the discussion session, prizes and 
certificates were awarded by the Ambassador to those 
who participated in the art competition.
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A Japanese restaurant that is on the 
pulse of great cuisine, offering 

a variety of traditional dishes in their 
extensive menu. Start with delicious soups 
such as Tom Yum Soup with Shrimps 
and the Miso Soup. Salads are filled with 

healthy ingredients and give added crunch 
such as Rocca Salad and Tuta Crispy Salad. 
Other tasty starters are the Chicken Plum 
Sauce and Us Beef Negimiyaki. Explore 
the authentic flavors of delicious Mame 
Maki with choices such as the Volcano 
Maki, Dynamite Maki and Oishi Avocado 
Maki. Or you can savor the tasty Sashimi 
dish of Salmon (shake) sashimi and 
CrabStick. There is also the attractive Nori 
Maki (Seaweed Nori) like Fried Tempura 
Maki and Sweet Chilli Maki, tantalizing 
to your palate.  Groups can share from a 
range of delicious pickings from the Mix 
Tuta Platter and the Tuta Family Platter. 
Prefer noodles; savor the options of 
Chicken Yakisoba or Beef Yakisoba, where 
the toppings of vegetables infuse the 
noodles with a bit of tang. 

Located at Salmiya. Call: 2575 8585

Located at Aknan Complex, Salmiya. Call: 22254085

Popular dish:  Salmon Teriyaki

Popular dish: Mujaddara

A unique Cafe & Workspace concept 
that combines the ease of working 

with great food. For gatherings, you 
have Red Quinoa with Butternut, Grilled 
Chicken Quinoa and Chickpea Salad for 
sharing amongst you and your friends. 
Breakfast starts your day off well with 
delicious options like Cream Cheese 

Bagel, Buttermilk Pancakes, French Toast 
and Tropical Fruit Salad. Take a bite into 
flavorsome sandwiches such as Halloumi 
Panini, Tuna Panini, Steak Brioche and 
Chicken Ciabatta.  Fulfill your hankering 
of tasty Salads with Roasted Aubergine, 
Superfood Salad, or Lentil Tabbouleh.  To 
sample great dishes, look no further than 
the main section with your choice of Pasta 
Alfredo with Chicken, Veggie Noodles and 
Beef Tenderloin, both signature dishes are 
masterfully executed with emphasis on 
flavors to become classics. 

End on an equally impressive note 
with their variety of rich desserts 
including Saffron Cheesecake, and 
Salted Caramel Almond Cheesecake, 
which ends the culinary affair with 
panache. 

Tuta Sushi

Magnet

Fleur’s Corner

Located at Yarmouk Bl.2, St.2 . Call: 99638855, Whatsapp: 97939115

Popular dish: Nutella Tiramisu

Every week, our 'Dining in Kuwait’ section features selected restaurants 
in the country that provide sumptuous cuisines from around the world. 
Want to feature your restaurant in our ‘Dining in Kuwait’ section and 

reach out to our wide reader base? 
Email us at editor@timeskuwait.com with a brief about your restaurant 

along with images in high resolution.
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Many people think that eating 
chocolate is useless, and it 
only brings in extra calories 

and unwanted kilograms.  People 
also think that eating chocolate is 
bad when you are trying to adhere 
to a strict diet in order to lose weight. 
The gist of the matter is many people 
think a diet and chocolate can’t work 
together. Chocolate is delicious and 
smooth, and many enjoy the taste.  
Can finally something really tasty be 
good for you?

Chocolate is made from plants, 
and more specifically from the seeds 
of a plant called Theobroma cacao, 
which means it has most of the health 
benefits of dark green leafy vegetables.

Benefits come from flavonoids, 
pigments found in plants that act as 
antioxidants to help reduce damage 
to your body. Chocolate contains 
fat due to the cocoa powder, but it 
also contains high level of catechins, 
chemicals that lowers the risk of heart 
disease.

In a study by Holland’s National 
Institute of Public Health and 
Environment, chocolate was found 
to have four times the antioxidants 
of green tea. Catechins are powerful 
antioxidants in the prevention of 
cancer and heart disease. 

100 mg of green tea contain 13.9 
milligrams of catechins.

100 mg of dark chocolate has 53.5 

milligrams of catechins.
Other facts to mention:
The smell of chocolate may increase 

the brain waves, resulting in relaxation 
and relieving of stress.

Chocolate contains phenyl 
ethylamine, which is a mood elevator.

The cocoa butter in chocolate 
contains oleic acid, a mono-
unsaturated fat which may raise good 
cholesterol, HDL.

Drinking a cup of hot chocolate 
before meals may reduce appetite.

 The carbohydrates in chocolate 
raise serotonin levels in the brain, 
resulting in a sense of well-being and 
happiness.

You must note that I am talking 
about dark chocolate bars, so do not 
think it is the same with chocolate milk. 

Dark chocolate contains more cacao 
and less sugar than milk chocolate.

It is very important you remember 
that moderation is the key. Chocolate 
is good for you, but don’t just binge 
on it. 

It is still a calorie-dense food, and 
will cause a weight increase if you 
eat too much, and might also be 
responsible for acne problems if you 
are sensitive to it. You have to read 
the label and watch out the total daily 
energy expenditure, and the total daily 
calorie intake. One medium bar a day 
is good enough for your health. 

For a complete list of featured restaurants, visit 
http://www.timeskuwait.com/News_Dining In Kuwait
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- S. William Janeway

 Thought
  for the         e

week

The great tragedy of the digital revolution 
is that its leading players went from 

providing genuinely valuable 
services to targeting and manipulating 

the public for profit

Mira is a go-to source for nutrition 
and wellness and has joined The Times 
Kuwait team in a new weekly column 
discussing nutrition and answering 
queries. You can send in your questions to 

infotimeskuwait@gmail.com

Dark chocolate 
as a healthy dessert

To subscribe to my diet programs, 
don’t forget to log in to: 

www.eatlikemira.com.

Ask Mira : Eating Right to Live Happy & Healthy

Easiest fried rice

You start with leftover rice: Cold, 
cooked rice is actually a better choice 

here than freshly cooked. Cold grains of 
rice have had a chance to dry out a bit 
so that they do not stick together when 
stir-fried. In fact, make it a habit to order 

extra takeout rice or cook more than you 
need for other meals, then refrigerate or 
freeze the extra so that fried rice is at your 
fingertips.
Everything cooks in one pan: The 
beauty of fried rice is that everything 
cooks in one pan — you simply build as 
you go. The shrimp and aromatics cook 
first, then the veggies, rice, and seasoning 
are added to heat through. Finally, the 
eggs get scrambled right in the pan; just 
push the fried rice to one side and use 
that empty space to cook the eggs.
Adapt it to your liking:  The beauty 
of fried rice is that you can swap in 
ingredients based on what you already 
have on hand. Because it comes together 
in a flash — 15 minutes in the pan, to be 
exact — make sure all of these ingredients 
are measured and prepped before you 
turn on the stove.

The protein: This recipe calls for raw 
shrimp, but if you can only find precooked 
shrimp, just add it to the pan to heat 
through when the rice goes in. If it is a side 
dish, half a pound of shrimp is enough. If 
it is going to be dinner on its own, go for 
a full pound.
The rice: You can use brown or white rice 
here. However, long-grain jasmine rice 
works best for its texture and fragrance, 
but choose the rice you like best.
The veggies:  Frozen peas are the easiest 
way to add sweetness to fried rice, but you 
can also go for frozen shelled edamame 
or a pea and carrot blend too. You can also 
use small-diced zucchini or bell pepper, 
but they need a little more cooking time, 
so stir-fry them with the ginger and garlic.
The aromatics: Garlic and ginger add 
the classic flavors, as does finely chopped 
onion or shallots instead.

The bakery menu has the best 
sugary bites of tarts, trifles and 

cakes.  There are different much-try 
baked goods starting with the tarts, 
specifically the Pecan Tart or the 
Pistachio Tart. Alternatively, check out 
the trifles section including Lotus Trifle, 
Nutella Tiramisu, Ovomaltine Trifle 
and Trifle Box, which provide quite 

a sweet edge.  Interested in Cakes, 
each infused with richness of flavor, 
discover the delicious offerings such 
as its Cheesecake with Topper, Rose 
Leche Cake, Chocolate Cheesecake, 
Honey Cake and Saffron Leche Cake.  
Specifically, the Saffron Leche Cake is 
a standout option which consists of a 
very moist sponge cake soaked with 
three types of milk infused with saffron. 
The entire product has a velvety taste. 
Vegans can also enjoy themselves with 
the healthy treats of the Vegan section 
including Nutty Chocolate Truffle 
Healthy Cake and Healthy Chocolate 
Coconut Tart, which is vegan, raw, and 
gluten free, perfect for those who want 
to sample great desserts while sticking 
to their diet. 
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Royal Thai Embassy in 
collaboration with the National 

Council for Culture, Arts and Letters 
(NCCAL), and Al Sadu Society 
organized a cultural event titled ‘Thai 
Textiles: The Touch of Thai’. 

The event, held over 18 and 19 
March, at Sadu House featured in 
addition to the textile exhibition, a 
reception, a fashion show, a lecture 
and workshop on Thai textiles and 
an entertaining traditional Thai dance 
and music performance. 

The exhibition was inaugurated 
by the Ambassador of Thailand to 
Kuwait H.E. Dusit Manapan, in the 
presence of the Honorary President 
of Al-Sadu Weaving Cooperative 
Society, Sheikha Altaf Salem Al-Sabah, 

the Chairperson of Al-Sadu House 
Handcraft Society, Sheikha Bibi Duaij 
Al-Sabah, and the Secretary-General 
of the National Council for Culture, 
Arts and Letters (NCCAL) Ali Al-Youha.

Also in attendance were special 
invitees, members of the Thai 
community, and media personnel. 
More than 30 cultural and textile 
experts from Thailand participated in 

the event. Speaking on the occasion, 
Sheikha Altaf Salem Al-Sabah pointed 
out that Sadu House is a special 
platform that allows for the artistic 
and cultural exchange between 
Kuwait and countries preserving and 
promoting their traditional weaving 
techniques. 

This is done with the support of 
concerned embassies, who offer 

specialized lectures and workshops 
that are open to members and 
scholars in the textile field,” she 
added.

For his part, the Ambassador 
Manapan expressed his appreciation 
and gratitude to the Chairman of 
the Board of Directors of the Al Sadu 
Association and the cooperation 
provided by the NCCAL in facilitating 
preparations and organizing the 
cultural event. He pointed out that 
this cooperation reflects the excellent 
relations between Thailand and 
Kuwait, as well as the people of the 
two countries. 

He pointed out that the exhibition 
showcases the projects spearheaded 
by Her Majesty Queen Sirikit of 

Thailand to preserve the country’s 
unique textile arts and crafts and to 
highlight that Thai textiles have now 
become fashionable.

As part of the event, visitors to 
the exhibition were entertained by 
captivating performances featuring 
traditional Thai dance and music that 
provided a glimpse of the culture of 
Thailand. 

The highlight of the evening was 
the Contemporary Fashion Show 
which featured a colorful array of 
outfits with a modern twist that 
underlined the lasting quality and 
beauty of Thai textiles. A lecture and 
a workshop on Thai textiles, led by 
professionals in the field, was held on 
the second day of the exhibition.

Thai textile exhibition held at Sadu House

Twenty14 Holdings, the leading 
global hospitality investment firm, 

announced on 20 March that they 
would soon launch Port Muziris – South 
Asia’s first Tribute Portfolio hotel, part 
of Marriott International, Inc., near the 
Cochin International Airport. The 55-room 
property is all set to be opened to the 
public in April. 

Port Muziris encapsulates the rich 

culture, history and art of the port town 
of Kochi. Elegantly designed with imprints 
of the city, Port Muziris also boasts a large 
collection of artworks from local artists. 

“We are thrilled to debut the first 
Tribute Portfolio in South Asia. At 
Twenty14 Holdings, we share the vision of 
offering a unique experience for guests,” 
said Adeeb Ahamed, Managing Director, 
Twenty14 Holdings. “Kerala has long been 

one of the most sought-after destinations 
worldwide, and we are excited to be part 
of the state’s flourishing tourism sector. 
We look forward to extending our legacy 
of providing outstanding hospitality to 
guests across Kerala and India through our 
bespoke properties.”

Tribute Portfolio, launched by Marriott, 
is a collection of exceptional independent 
hotels around the globe. With a focus 

on expressive design moments, vibrant 
public spaces, and a flexible food and 
beverage model, Tribute Portfolio is for 
full-service developers keen on creating 
spaces that connect people and places. 
Diverse in experiences and robust with 
personality, each Tribute Portfolio hotel 
is a magnet for the colorful and quirky, 
much like the travelers who choose to stay 
at them.

Twenty14 Holdings to debut 
South Asia’s first Tribute Portfolio Hotel
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A Japanese restaurant that is on the 
pulse of great cuisine, offering 

a variety of traditional dishes in their 
extensive menu. Start with delicious soups 
such as Tom Yum Soup with Shrimps 
and the Miso Soup. Salads are filled with 

healthy ingredients and give added crunch 
such as Rocca Salad and Tuta Crispy Salad. 
Other tasty starters are the Chicken Plum 
Sauce and Us Beef Negimiyaki. Explore 
the authentic flavors of delicious Mame 
Maki with choices such as the Volcano 
Maki, Dynamite Maki and Oishi Avocado 
Maki. Or you can savor the tasty Sashimi 
dish of Salmon (shake) sashimi and 
CrabStick. There is also the attractive Nori 
Maki (Seaweed Nori) like Fried Tempura 
Maki and Sweet Chilli Maki, tantalizing 
to your palate.  Groups can share from a 
range of delicious pickings from the Mix 
Tuta Platter and the Tuta Family Platter. 
Prefer noodles; savor the options of 
Chicken Yakisoba or Beef Yakisoba, where 
the toppings of vegetables infuse the 
noodles with a bit of tang. 

Located at Salmiya. Call: 2575 8585

Located at Aknan Complex, Salmiya. Call: 22254085

Popular dish:  Salmon Teriyaki

Popular dish: Mujaddara

A unique Cafe & Workspace concept 
that combines the ease of working 

with great food. For gatherings, you 
have Red Quinoa with Butternut, Grilled 
Chicken Quinoa and Chickpea Salad for 
sharing amongst you and your friends. 
Breakfast starts your day off well with 
delicious options like Cream Cheese 

Bagel, Buttermilk Pancakes, French Toast 
and Tropical Fruit Salad. Take a bite into 
flavorsome sandwiches such as Halloumi 
Panini, Tuna Panini, Steak Brioche and 
Chicken Ciabatta.  Fulfill your hankering 
of tasty Salads with Roasted Aubergine, 
Superfood Salad, or Lentil Tabbouleh.  To 
sample great dishes, look no further than 
the main section with your choice of Pasta 
Alfredo with Chicken, Veggie Noodles and 
Beef Tenderloin, both signature dishes are 
masterfully executed with emphasis on 
flavors to become classics. 

End on an equally impressive note 
with their variety of rich desserts 
including Saffron Cheesecake, and 
Salted Caramel Almond Cheesecake, 
which ends the culinary affair with 
panache. 

Tuta Sushi

Magnet

Fleur’s Corner

Located at Yarmouk Bl.2, St.2 . Call: 99638855, Whatsapp: 97939115

Popular dish: Nutella Tiramisu

Every week, our 'Dining in Kuwait’ section features selected restaurants 
in the country that provide sumptuous cuisines from around the world. 
Want to feature your restaurant in our ‘Dining in Kuwait’ section and 

reach out to our wide reader base? 
Email us at editor@timeskuwait.com with a brief about your restaurant 

along with images in high resolution.

LOCAL

Many people think that eating 
chocolate is useless, and it 
only brings in extra calories 

and unwanted kilograms.  People 
also think that eating chocolate is 
bad when you are trying to adhere 
to a strict diet in order to lose weight. 
The gist of the matter is many people 
think a diet and chocolate can’t work 
together. Chocolate is delicious and 
smooth, and many enjoy the taste.  
Can finally something really tasty be 
good for you?

Chocolate is made from plants, 
and more specifically from the seeds 
of a plant called Theobroma cacao, 
which means it has most of the health 
benefits of dark green leafy vegetables.

Benefits come from flavonoids, 
pigments found in plants that act as 
antioxidants to help reduce damage 
to your body. Chocolate contains 
fat due to the cocoa powder, but it 
also contains high level of catechins, 
chemicals that lowers the risk of heart 
disease.

In a study by Holland’s National 
Institute of Public Health and 
Environment, chocolate was found 
to have four times the antioxidants 
of green tea. Catechins are powerful 
antioxidants in the prevention of 
cancer and heart disease. 

100 mg of green tea contain 13.9 
milligrams of catechins.

100 mg of dark chocolate has 53.5 

milligrams of catechins.
Other facts to mention:
The smell of chocolate may increase 

the brain waves, resulting in relaxation 
and relieving of stress.

Chocolate contains phenyl 
ethylamine, which is a mood elevator.

The cocoa butter in chocolate 
contains oleic acid, a mono-
unsaturated fat which may raise good 
cholesterol, HDL.

Drinking a cup of hot chocolate 
before meals may reduce appetite.

 The carbohydrates in chocolate 
raise serotonin levels in the brain, 
resulting in a sense of well-being and 
happiness.

You must note that I am talking 
about dark chocolate bars, so do not 
think it is the same with chocolate milk. 

Dark chocolate contains more cacao 
and less sugar than milk chocolate.

It is very important you remember 
that moderation is the key. Chocolate 
is good for you, but don’t just binge 
on it. 

It is still a calorie-dense food, and 
will cause a weight increase if you 
eat too much, and might also be 
responsible for acne problems if you 
are sensitive to it. You have to read 
the label and watch out the total daily 
energy expenditure, and the total daily 
calorie intake. One medium bar a day 
is good enough for your health. 

For a complete list of featured restaurants, visit 
http://www.timeskuwait.com/News_Dining In Kuwait

D n ng
IN KUWAIT

- S. William Janeway

 Thought
  for the         e

week

The great tragedy of the digital revolution 
is that its leading players went from 

providing genuinely valuable 
services to targeting and manipulating 

the public for profit

Mira is a go-to source for nutrition 
and wellness and has joined The Times 
Kuwait team in a new weekly column 
discussing nutrition and answering 
queries. You can send in your questions to 

infotimeskuwait@gmail.com

Dark chocolate 
as a healthy dessert

To subscribe to my diet programs, 
don’t forget to log in to: 

www.eatlikemira.com.

Ask Mira : Eating Right to Live Happy & Healthy

Easiest fried rice

You start with leftover rice: Cold, 
cooked rice is actually a better choice 

here than freshly cooked. Cold grains of 
rice have had a chance to dry out a bit 
so that they do not stick together when 
stir-fried. In fact, make it a habit to order 

extra takeout rice or cook more than you 
need for other meals, then refrigerate or 
freeze the extra so that fried rice is at your 
fingertips.
Everything cooks in one pan: The 
beauty of fried rice is that everything 
cooks in one pan — you simply build as 
you go. The shrimp and aromatics cook 
first, then the veggies, rice, and seasoning 
are added to heat through. Finally, the 
eggs get scrambled right in the pan; just 
push the fried rice to one side and use 
that empty space to cook the eggs.
Adapt it to your liking:  The beauty 
of fried rice is that you can swap in 
ingredients based on what you already 
have on hand. Because it comes together 
in a flash — 15 minutes in the pan, to be 
exact — make sure all of these ingredients 
are measured and prepped before you 
turn on the stove.

The protein: This recipe calls for raw 
shrimp, but if you can only find precooked 
shrimp, just add it to the pan to heat 
through when the rice goes in. If it is a side 
dish, half a pound of shrimp is enough. If 
it is going to be dinner on its own, go for 
a full pound.
The rice: You can use brown or white rice 
here. However, long-grain jasmine rice 
works best for its texture and fragrance, 
but choose the rice you like best.
The veggies:  Frozen peas are the easiest 
way to add sweetness to fried rice, but you 
can also go for frozen shelled edamame 
or a pea and carrot blend too. You can also 
use small-diced zucchini or bell pepper, 
but they need a little more cooking time, 
so stir-fry them with the ginger and garlic.
The aromatics: Garlic and ginger add 
the classic flavors, as does finely chopped 
onion or shallots instead.

The bakery menu has the best 
sugary bites of tarts, trifles and 

cakes.  There are different much-try 
baked goods starting with the tarts, 
specifically the Pecan Tart or the 
Pistachio Tart. Alternatively, check out 
the trifles section including Lotus Trifle, 
Nutella Tiramisu, Ovomaltine Trifle 
and Trifle Box, which provide quite 

a sweet edge.  Interested in Cakes, 
each infused with richness of flavor, 
discover the delicious offerings such 
as its Cheesecake with Topper, Rose 
Leche Cake, Chocolate Cheesecake, 
Honey Cake and Saffron Leche Cake.  
Specifically, the Saffron Leche Cake is 
a standout option which consists of a 
very moist sponge cake soaked with 
three types of milk infused with saffron. 
The entire product has a velvety taste. 
Vegans can also enjoy themselves with 
the healthy treats of the Vegan section 
including Nutty Chocolate Truffle 
Healthy Cake and Healthy Chocolate 
Coconut Tart, which is vegan, raw, and 
gluten free, perfect for those who want 
to sample great desserts while sticking 
to their diet. 
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Royal Thai Embassy in 
collaboration with the National 

Council for Culture, Arts and Letters 
(NCCAL), and Al Sadu Society 
organized a cultural event titled ‘Thai 
Textiles: The Touch of Thai’. 

The event, held over 18 and 19 
March, at Sadu House featured in 
addition to the textile exhibition, a 
reception, a fashion show, a lecture 
and workshop on Thai textiles and 
an entertaining traditional Thai dance 
and music performance. 

The exhibition was inaugurated 
by the Ambassador of Thailand to 
Kuwait H.E. Dusit Manapan, in the 
presence of the Honorary President 
of Al-Sadu Weaving Cooperative 
Society, Sheikha Altaf Salem Al-Sabah, 

the Chairperson of Al-Sadu House 
Handcraft Society, Sheikha Bibi Duaij 
Al-Sabah, and the Secretary-General 
of the National Council for Culture, 
Arts and Letters (NCCAL) Ali Al-Youha.

Also in attendance were special 
invitees, members of the Thai 
community, and media personnel. 
More than 30 cultural and textile 
experts from Thailand participated in 

the event. Speaking on the occasion, 
Sheikha Altaf Salem Al-Sabah pointed 
out that Sadu House is a special 
platform that allows for the artistic 
and cultural exchange between 
Kuwait and countries preserving and 
promoting their traditional weaving 
techniques. 

This is done with the support of 
concerned embassies, who offer 

specialized lectures and workshops 
that are open to members and 
scholars in the textile field,” she 
added.

For his part, the Ambassador 
Manapan expressed his appreciation 
and gratitude to the Chairman of 
the Board of Directors of the Al Sadu 
Association and the cooperation 
provided by the NCCAL in facilitating 
preparations and organizing the 
cultural event. He pointed out that 
this cooperation reflects the excellent 
relations between Thailand and 
Kuwait, as well as the people of the 
two countries. 

He pointed out that the exhibition 
showcases the projects spearheaded 
by Her Majesty Queen Sirikit of 

Thailand to preserve the country’s 
unique textile arts and crafts and to 
highlight that Thai textiles have now 
become fashionable.

As part of the event, visitors to 
the exhibition were entertained by 
captivating performances featuring 
traditional Thai dance and music that 
provided a glimpse of the culture of 
Thailand. 

The highlight of the evening was 
the Contemporary Fashion Show 
which featured a colorful array of 
outfits with a modern twist that 
underlined the lasting quality and 
beauty of Thai textiles. A lecture and 
a workshop on Thai textiles, led by 
professionals in the field, was held on 
the second day of the exhibition.

Thai textile exhibition held at Sadu House

Twenty14 Holdings, the leading 
global hospitality investment firm, 

announced on 20 March that they 
would soon launch Port Muziris – South 
Asia’s first Tribute Portfolio hotel, part 
of Marriott International, Inc., near the 
Cochin International Airport. The 55-room 
property is all set to be opened to the 
public in April. 

Port Muziris encapsulates the rich 

culture, history and art of the port town 
of Kochi. Elegantly designed with imprints 
of the city, Port Muziris also boasts a large 
collection of artworks from local artists. 

“We are thrilled to debut the first 
Tribute Portfolio in South Asia. At 
Twenty14 Holdings, we share the vision of 
offering a unique experience for guests,” 
said Adeeb Ahamed, Managing Director, 
Twenty14 Holdings. “Kerala has long been 

one of the most sought-after destinations 
worldwide, and we are excited to be part 
of the state’s flourishing tourism sector. 
We look forward to extending our legacy 
of providing outstanding hospitality to 
guests across Kerala and India through our 
bespoke properties.”

Tribute Portfolio, launched by Marriott, 
is a collection of exceptional independent 
hotels around the globe. With a focus 

on expressive design moments, vibrant 
public spaces, and a flexible food and 
beverage model, Tribute Portfolio is for 
full-service developers keen on creating 
spaces that connect people and places. 
Diverse in experiences and robust with 
personality, each Tribute Portfolio hotel 
is a magnet for the colorful and quirky, 
much like the travelers who choose to stay 
at them.

Twenty14 Holdings to debut 
South Asia’s first Tribute Portfolio Hotel
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Dasman Diabetes Institute (DDI), founded by 
Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement 

of Sciences (KFAS) recently hosted a full-day 
symposia titled ‘The Collaborative Advantage’, in 
collaboration with Mount Sinai and Jaber Al Ahmad 
Center for Molecular Imaging. The symposia was 
held at the Institute on 17 March. The American 
Ambassador to Kuwait, H.E. Lawrence Silverman 
was also present and he delivered a presentation 

titled ‘Welcome to International Collaboration’.
The Undersecretary of the Ministry of Health, 

Dr. Mustafa Reda inaugurated the event, and also 
highlighted the benefits of having collaborations 
with such esteemed organizations like Mount Sinai. 

Many valuable lectures and presentations 
were delivered by guest speakers from Mount 
Sinai and Dr. Fahad Marafi, Director-General of 
Jaber Al-Ahmad Center for Molecular Imaging.  

DDI hosts ‘The Collaborative
Advantage’ Symposia

INJAZ Al-Arab, a non-profit 
organization involved in 
developing human resources 

in the Middle East and North Africa 
(MENA) region, in collaboration with 
global management consulting firm, 
Oliver Wyman, recently conducted 
a survey on youth perspectives 
towards private sector in the region.

The survey found that 84 percent 
of the respondents believe the 
private sector will continue to grow 
in the region, while 56 percent held 
a positive opinion on the sector 
overall. Given the dominant role 
played by public sector in many 
MENA countries, the strong approval 
rating for the private sector is indeed 
surprising. 

The survey evaluated demands 
of the future labor market and 
perspectives of the young generation 
towards the private sector’s potential 
contribution to overall economic 
growth. The survey also found that 
40 percent of the youth population 
believe future growth in the private 
sector will be driven by multinationals, 

while 25 percent were inclined to 
believe that this growth will be driven 
by Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SME) and startups, rather than large 
national enterprises. 

When asked about their views 
on the digital economy, 88 percent 
of the respondents said it would be 
a major driving force for the private 
sector; however, 45 percent also felt 
that digital skills are insufficiently 
reflected in the current curriculum. 

Around 35 percent of the youth 
believe that privatizing education 
will be beneficial to the economy, 
followed by professional services 
(30%), human health (29%) and 
agribusiness (28%).  One implication 
found in the survey was that despite 
the manufacturing sector being 
relatively small, it is where private 
firms are most beneficial due to the 
potential creation of high-skilled jobs 
and low dependency on imports. 

“While the private sector has 
grown significantly over the last 
years, historically the public sector 
has remained dominant across the 

MENA region. Diversification is the 
key economic growth driver and 
the private sector has a key role to 
play in supporting governments 
efforts towards this. Perhaps more 
important than its fiscal effects is that 
privatization has the potential to offer 
a number of economic and social 
benefits,” said Greg Rung, Partner 
and Head of Social Impact at Oliver 
Wyman (MEA). 

“With industries across all sectors 
of the economy evolving through 
institutional reforms and an increased 

focus on digital economies by 
regional governments, the survey 
shows that the youth are increasingly 
aware of the value of the private 
sector. They have clearly outlined 
the areas that need to be focused 
on as they enter the workforce in the 
current economic climate,” he added. 

The survey was taken by 949 
respondents between the ages of 16 
and 35 and covered four specific areas, 
including the demographics of the 
respondents, private sector growth 
drivers and industries, challenges 

and successes of entrepreneurs and 
employees and implications of the digital 
economy on the education system. 

“The youth is currently facing 
challenges such as an overall shortage 
of job opportunities, uncompetitive 
salaries, and opportunities for career 
development. The collaboration 
with Oliver Wyman has produced 
strategic results for the consideration 
of all stakeholders involved in youth 
empowerment, and allows for 
solution-based growth on major 
issues as the sector advances,” said 
Akef Aqrabawi, President & CEO of 
INJAZ Al-Arab.

The study revealed three broad 
strategic initiatives required by 
governments to sustain economic 
growth, create jobs in the private 
sector, and to reap the benefits of 
the future digital economy. These 
include improving institutional 
capabilities and regulations, adapting 
the educational system to have a 
stronger focus on skills, and attracting 
domestic and foreign investments in 
key sectors.

Private Sector – Change in perspective among youth

Ambassador of Senegal to 
Kuwait H.E. M. Abdou Lahad 
Mbacke hosted a reception to 

celebrate his country’s National Day 
at the Sheraton on 20 March. Deputy 
Prime Minister and Foreign Minister 
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad 
Al-Sabah was the chief guest, and 
was joined by Former Kuwait Prime 
Minister Sheikh Nasser Al-Mohammad 
Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah on the occasion.

Speaking on the sidelines of the 
function, the Senegalese Ambassador 
Mbacke lauded the strength of historical 
relations between Kuwait and Senegal.  

On his part, Deputy Prime Minister 
and Foreign Minister Sheikh Al-Sabah 
praised the strength of friendship 
bonds between Kuwait and Senegal, 
and stressed that they are a role model 
for friendly and brotherly relations 
between Arab and African nations. 

Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled also 
mentioned that the two countries 
were working to boost cooperation in 
various domains through the higher 
joint committee. He hailed Senegal’s 
contribution for the success of the 

Kuwait-hosted Afro-Arab Summit in 
2013. The minister also mentioned 
that he was looking forward for the 
formation of the new Senegalese 
government after the recent elections, 
and wished Senegal more progress, 

stability and welfare.
Speaking to reporters, former 

Kuwait Prime Minister Sheikh Nasser 
Al-Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah 
stated that his country is looking 
forward to the formation of a new 

Senegalese government that could 
realize the aspiration of the friendly 
people of Senegal for more stability 
and prosperity. He also congratulated 
the Senegalese President Macky Sall 
on his re-election. 

Senegalese ambassador celebrates 
country’s National Day
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Nowruz, a festival dating back to 
at least the 6th century BCE and 

celebrated on 21 March, ushers in 
spring and marks the New Year among 
many communities and countries that 
lie along the old Silk Road, including 
in Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, India, Iran, 
Iraq, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Pakistan, 
Tajikistan, Turkey, Turkmenistan and 
Uzbekistan.

Nowruz, which is known under 
different alliterations in the various 
countries where it is celebrated, traces 
its origins to the early Zoroastrian 
religion and was celebrated as one 
of the holiest days in the ancient 
Zoroastrian calendar. The return of the 
spring was seen to have great spiritual 
significance, symbolizing the triumph 
of good over evil and joy over sorrow. 
According to Zoroastrian tradition, the 
Spirit of Noon, known as Rapithwina, 

who was considered to be driven 
underground by the Spirit of Winter 
during the cold months, was welcomed 
back with celebrations at noon on the 
day of Nowruz.

Nowruz is also associated with a great 
variety of local traditions, including the 
legend of Jamshid, a king in Persian 
mythology.  To this day in Iran, Nowruz 
celebrations are sometimes known as 
Nowruze Jamshidi.  According to the 
myth, Jamshid was carried through the 
air in a chariot, a feat that so amazed his 
subjects that they established a festival 
on that day. Similar mythological 
narratives exist in Indian and Turkish 

traditions, while the legend of Amoo 
Nowrouz is popular in the countries of 
Central Asia.

Although the traditions and customs 
that accompany the celebration of 
Nowruz vary from country to country, 
there are many unifying features.  In 
most regions, symbolic preparations 
of fire and water take place before the 
festival, and ritual dances involving 
leaping over fires and streams are 
performed. In many places, households 
fill up their supplies of water on the last 
Wednesday of the year, or on Nowruz 
Eve, in the hope that this will bring 
abundance in the New Year and keep 

away misfortune. It is also customary 
across most regions to visit cemeteries 
before the Nowruz celebrations begin, 
with visitors bringing candles and 
offerings to remember the dead. 

On the day of Nowruz, there is much 
feasting, visiting family members and 
friends, and exchanging gifts. A wide 
range of cultural performances and 
traditions also take place. Children are 
often given small toys, and play with 
colorfully painted eggs. Families share 
a symbolic meal, often consisting of 
cooked rice and vegetables combined 
with many local ingredients. 

One widespread tradition is the 
preparation of a Nowruz table, on 
which a number of symbolic objects 
are placed. While these tables differ 
slightly from region to region, the most 
common objects featured on the table 
are water, candles, dishes of green 
sprouts (or Sabzeh), a traditional dish 
made out of crushed wheat sprouts, 
mirrors, eggs, and various fruits. These 
objects symbolize purity, brightness, 
abundance, happiness and fertility for 
the New Year. 

Nowruz is also the occasion for 
traditional cultural activities, combining 
common practices with local customs. 
Poetry is a popular feature of Nowruz 
celebrations, with ‘Nowruz poems’ 
being written, published and recited 
around the time of the festival. Music 

is also very important, and many of 
the countries that celebrate Nowruz 
have their own traditional folk songs 
specifically for the festival.

Local street performances and open 
air festivities such as wrestling, horse 
racing and traditional horse riding skills 
often take place to celebrate Nowruz. 
Among the popular activities are Buz 
Kashī, a widespread sport in Afghanistan 
where horse-riders compete for an 
object representing the head of a calf; 
Kyz Kuumay, a race in which men chase 
after women on horseback; Enish, 
wrestling on horseback; and Jamby 
Atuu, shooting from horseback.

These annual traditions to welcome 
the spring have been passed on from 
generation to generation, and Nowruz 
provides an opportunity not only to 
enjoy ancient cultural customs and 
traditional songs, music, dancing, 
rituals, foods and story-telling, but 
also to promote peace and solidarity 
within towns and communities and 
to strengthen deep-rooted bonds of 
friendship and kinship.

In recognition of the importance 
of this ancient festival, Nowruz was 
inscribed on UNESCO’s Representative 
List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage 
of Humanity in 2009. Moreover, in 2010, 
the United Nations General Assembly 
proclaimed 21 March International 
Nowruz Day.

LOCAL

The Ambassador of Tajikistan to 
Kuwait H.E. Dr. Zubaydullo Zubaydov 
celebrated Nowruz, or Persian 

New Year, with a colorful reception at the 
embassy premises on 19 March. The Advisor 
of the Amir of Kuwait, Muhammad Abdullah 
Abulhasan, and Assistant Foreign Minister for 
Asian Affairs Ali Sulaiman Al-Saeed, attended 
the celebrations as special guests.

The celebrations also saw the attendance 
of members of the diplomatic corps, Kuwaiti 
officials, members from the Tajik community 
and media representatives. 

As part of the celebrations, an exhibition 
on traditional Tajik embroidery, national 
modeling and display of folk art from the 
country were presented. The dastarkhan, or 
Tajik feast that followed allowed guests to 

sample the authentic flavors from the 
country. Photographs of some of the best 
tourist places in Tajikistan were also on 
display during the celebrations. 

Tajikistan celebrates Nowruz on the day 
of the spring equinox, which falls on 21 
March. The day, which is a national holiday 
and enthusiastically celebrated throughout 
Tajikistan, has been included in the UNESCO 

List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of 
Humanity since 2009.

 A year later, the UN declared 21 March the 
‘International Day of Nowruz’. On Nowruz, 
it is customary to cook seven special dishes 
to symbolize a bountiful harvest. Another 
important aspect of Navruz celebrations 
is the traditional ‘Gushtinggiri’, or wresting 
matches that are very popular.

Tajik Ambassador hosts  Nowruz celebrations

Nowruz 
A celebration of spring revival
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Dasman Diabetes Institute (DDI), founded by 
Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement 

of Sciences (KFAS) recently hosted a full-day 
symposia titled ‘The Collaborative Advantage’, in 
collaboration with Mount Sinai and Jaber Al Ahmad 
Center for Molecular Imaging. The symposia was 
held at the Institute on 17 March. The American 
Ambassador to Kuwait, H.E. Lawrence Silverman 
was also present and he delivered a presentation 

titled ‘Welcome to International Collaboration’.
The Undersecretary of the Ministry of Health, 

Dr. Mustafa Reda inaugurated the event, and also 
highlighted the benefits of having collaborations 
with such esteemed organizations like Mount Sinai. 

Many valuable lectures and presentations 
were delivered by guest speakers from Mount 
Sinai and Dr. Fahad Marafi, Director-General of 
Jaber Al-Ahmad Center for Molecular Imaging.  

DDI hosts ‘The Collaborative
Advantage’ Symposia

INJAZ Al-Arab, a non-profit 
organization involved in 
developing human resources 

in the Middle East and North Africa 
(MENA) region, in collaboration with 
global management consulting firm, 
Oliver Wyman, recently conducted 
a survey on youth perspectives 
towards private sector in the region.

The survey found that 84 percent 
of the respondents believe the 
private sector will continue to grow 
in the region, while 56 percent held 
a positive opinion on the sector 
overall. Given the dominant role 
played by public sector in many 
MENA countries, the strong approval 
rating for the private sector is indeed 
surprising. 

The survey evaluated demands 
of the future labor market and 
perspectives of the young generation 
towards the private sector’s potential 
contribution to overall economic 
growth. The survey also found that 
40 percent of the youth population 
believe future growth in the private 
sector will be driven by multinationals, 

while 25 percent were inclined to 
believe that this growth will be driven 
by Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SME) and startups, rather than large 
national enterprises. 

When asked about their views 
on the digital economy, 88 percent 
of the respondents said it would be 
a major driving force for the private 
sector; however, 45 percent also felt 
that digital skills are insufficiently 
reflected in the current curriculum. 

Around 35 percent of the youth 
believe that privatizing education 
will be beneficial to the economy, 
followed by professional services 
(30%), human health (29%) and 
agribusiness (28%).  One implication 
found in the survey was that despite 
the manufacturing sector being 
relatively small, it is where private 
firms are most beneficial due to the 
potential creation of high-skilled jobs 
and low dependency on imports. 

“While the private sector has 
grown significantly over the last 
years, historically the public sector 
has remained dominant across the 

MENA region. Diversification is the 
key economic growth driver and 
the private sector has a key role to 
play in supporting governments 
efforts towards this. Perhaps more 
important than its fiscal effects is that 
privatization has the potential to offer 
a number of economic and social 
benefits,” said Greg Rung, Partner 
and Head of Social Impact at Oliver 
Wyman (MEA). 

“With industries across all sectors 
of the economy evolving through 
institutional reforms and an increased 

focus on digital economies by 
regional governments, the survey 
shows that the youth are increasingly 
aware of the value of the private 
sector. They have clearly outlined 
the areas that need to be focused 
on as they enter the workforce in the 
current economic climate,” he added. 

The survey was taken by 949 
respondents between the ages of 16 
and 35 and covered four specific areas, 
including the demographics of the 
respondents, private sector growth 
drivers and industries, challenges 

and successes of entrepreneurs and 
employees and implications of the digital 
economy on the education system. 

“The youth is currently facing 
challenges such as an overall shortage 
of job opportunities, uncompetitive 
salaries, and opportunities for career 
development. The collaboration 
with Oliver Wyman has produced 
strategic results for the consideration 
of all stakeholders involved in youth 
empowerment, and allows for 
solution-based growth on major 
issues as the sector advances,” said 
Akef Aqrabawi, President & CEO of 
INJAZ Al-Arab.

The study revealed three broad 
strategic initiatives required by 
governments to sustain economic 
growth, create jobs in the private 
sector, and to reap the benefits of 
the future digital economy. These 
include improving institutional 
capabilities and regulations, adapting 
the educational system to have a 
stronger focus on skills, and attracting 
domestic and foreign investments in 
key sectors.

Private Sector – Change in perspective among youth

Ambassador of Senegal to 
Kuwait H.E. M. Abdou Lahad 
Mbacke hosted a reception to 

celebrate his country’s National Day 
at the Sheraton on 20 March. Deputy 
Prime Minister and Foreign Minister 
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad 
Al-Sabah was the chief guest, and 
was joined by Former Kuwait Prime 
Minister Sheikh Nasser Al-Mohammad 
Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah on the occasion.

Speaking on the sidelines of the 
function, the Senegalese Ambassador 
Mbacke lauded the strength of historical 
relations between Kuwait and Senegal.  

On his part, Deputy Prime Minister 
and Foreign Minister Sheikh Al-Sabah 
praised the strength of friendship 
bonds between Kuwait and Senegal, 
and stressed that they are a role model 
for friendly and brotherly relations 
between Arab and African nations. 

Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled also 
mentioned that the two countries 
were working to boost cooperation in 
various domains through the higher 
joint committee. He hailed Senegal’s 
contribution for the success of the 

Kuwait-hosted Afro-Arab Summit in 
2013. The minister also mentioned 
that he was looking forward for the 
formation of the new Senegalese 
government after the recent elections, 
and wished Senegal more progress, 

stability and welfare.
Speaking to reporters, former 

Kuwait Prime Minister Sheikh Nasser 
Al-Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah 
stated that his country is looking 
forward to the formation of a new 

Senegalese government that could 
realize the aspiration of the friendly 
people of Senegal for more stability 
and prosperity. He also congratulated 
the Senegalese President Macky Sall 
on his re-election. 

Senegalese ambassador celebrates 
country’s National Day
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Nowruz, a festival dating back to 
at least the 6th century BCE and 

celebrated on 21 March, ushers in 
spring and marks the New Year among 
many communities and countries that 
lie along the old Silk Road, including 
in Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, India, Iran, 
Iraq, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Pakistan, 
Tajikistan, Turkey, Turkmenistan and 
Uzbekistan.

Nowruz, which is known under 
different alliterations in the various 
countries where it is celebrated, traces 
its origins to the early Zoroastrian 
religion and was celebrated as one 
of the holiest days in the ancient 
Zoroastrian calendar. The return of the 
spring was seen to have great spiritual 
significance, symbolizing the triumph 
of good over evil and joy over sorrow. 
According to Zoroastrian tradition, the 
Spirit of Noon, known as Rapithwina, 

who was considered to be driven 
underground by the Spirit of Winter 
during the cold months, was welcomed 
back with celebrations at noon on the 
day of Nowruz.

Nowruz is also associated with a great 
variety of local traditions, including the 
legend of Jamshid, a king in Persian 
mythology.  To this day in Iran, Nowruz 
celebrations are sometimes known as 
Nowruze Jamshidi.  According to the 
myth, Jamshid was carried through the 
air in a chariot, a feat that so amazed his 
subjects that they established a festival 
on that day. Similar mythological 
narratives exist in Indian and Turkish 

traditions, while the legend of Amoo 
Nowrouz is popular in the countries of 
Central Asia.

Although the traditions and customs 
that accompany the celebration of 
Nowruz vary from country to country, 
there are many unifying features.  In 
most regions, symbolic preparations 
of fire and water take place before the 
festival, and ritual dances involving 
leaping over fires and streams are 
performed. In many places, households 
fill up their supplies of water on the last 
Wednesday of the year, or on Nowruz 
Eve, in the hope that this will bring 
abundance in the New Year and keep 

away misfortune. It is also customary 
across most regions to visit cemeteries 
before the Nowruz celebrations begin, 
with visitors bringing candles and 
offerings to remember the dead. 

On the day of Nowruz, there is much 
feasting, visiting family members and 
friends, and exchanging gifts. A wide 
range of cultural performances and 
traditions also take place. Children are 
often given small toys, and play with 
colorfully painted eggs. Families share 
a symbolic meal, often consisting of 
cooked rice and vegetables combined 
with many local ingredients. 

One widespread tradition is the 
preparation of a Nowruz table, on 
which a number of symbolic objects 
are placed. While these tables differ 
slightly from region to region, the most 
common objects featured on the table 
are water, candles, dishes of green 
sprouts (or Sabzeh), a traditional dish 
made out of crushed wheat sprouts, 
mirrors, eggs, and various fruits. These 
objects symbolize purity, brightness, 
abundance, happiness and fertility for 
the New Year. 

Nowruz is also the occasion for 
traditional cultural activities, combining 
common practices with local customs. 
Poetry is a popular feature of Nowruz 
celebrations, with ‘Nowruz poems’ 
being written, published and recited 
around the time of the festival. Music 

is also very important, and many of 
the countries that celebrate Nowruz 
have their own traditional folk songs 
specifically for the festival.

Local street performances and open 
air festivities such as wrestling, horse 
racing and traditional horse riding skills 
often take place to celebrate Nowruz. 
Among the popular activities are Buz 
Kashī, a widespread sport in Afghanistan 
where horse-riders compete for an 
object representing the head of a calf; 
Kyz Kuumay, a race in which men chase 
after women on horseback; Enish, 
wrestling on horseback; and Jamby 
Atuu, shooting from horseback.

These annual traditions to welcome 
the spring have been passed on from 
generation to generation, and Nowruz 
provides an opportunity not only to 
enjoy ancient cultural customs and 
traditional songs, music, dancing, 
rituals, foods and story-telling, but 
also to promote peace and solidarity 
within towns and communities and 
to strengthen deep-rooted bonds of 
friendship and kinship.

In recognition of the importance 
of this ancient festival, Nowruz was 
inscribed on UNESCO’s Representative 
List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage 
of Humanity in 2009. Moreover, in 2010, 
the United Nations General Assembly 
proclaimed 21 March International 
Nowruz Day.

LOCAL

The Ambassador of Tajikistan to 
Kuwait H.E. Dr. Zubaydullo Zubaydov 
celebrated Nowruz, or Persian 

New Year, with a colorful reception at the 
embassy premises on 19 March. The Advisor 
of the Amir of Kuwait, Muhammad Abdullah 
Abulhasan, and Assistant Foreign Minister for 
Asian Affairs Ali Sulaiman Al-Saeed, attended 
the celebrations as special guests.

The celebrations also saw the attendance 
of members of the diplomatic corps, Kuwaiti 
officials, members from the Tajik community 
and media representatives. 

As part of the celebrations, an exhibition 
on traditional Tajik embroidery, national 
modeling and display of folk art from the 
country were presented. The dastarkhan, or 
Tajik feast that followed allowed guests to 

sample the authentic flavors from the 
country. Photographs of some of the best 
tourist places in Tajikistan were also on 
display during the celebrations. 

Tajikistan celebrates Nowruz on the day 
of the spring equinox, which falls on 21 
March. The day, which is a national holiday 
and enthusiastically celebrated throughout 
Tajikistan, has been included in the UNESCO 

List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of 
Humanity since 2009.

 A year later, the UN declared 21 March the 
‘International Day of Nowruz’. On Nowruz, 
it is customary to cook seven special dishes 
to symbolize a bountiful harvest. Another 
important aspect of Navruz celebrations 
is the traditional ‘Gushtinggiri’, or wresting 
matches that are very popular.

Tajik Ambassador hosts  Nowruz celebrations
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A two-day exhibition, ‘Best of 
Indian Healthcare Expo 2019’ 
was organized by the Embassy 

of India in Kuwait, in association with 
the Indian Doctors’ Forum (IDF), Kuwait 
Medical Association (KMA), Indian 
Business and Professional Council 
(IBPC) and Confederation of Indian 
Industry (CII), on 17-18 March, at Hotel 
Radisson Blu, Kuwait. The Exhibition 
witnessed participation of over 20 
exhibitors, including leading Indian 
hospitals and healthcare centers, 
alternative healthcare providers, 
wellness centers and prominent 
medical travel planners from various 
parts of India, showcasing India’s finest 
healthcare advancements.

The exhibition was officially 
inaugurated by Dr. Mustafa 
Mohammad Ridha, Undersecretary, 
Ministry of Health, and Dr. Ahmad 
Thuwaini AlEnizi, President, Kuwait 
Medical Association. 

During an impressive inaugural 
ceremony, Ambassador of India to 
Kuwait H.E. K. Jeeva Sagar welcomed 
the distinguished guests comprising 
of officials from various ministries 
and departments of the Government 
of Kuwait, Kuwaiti medical and 
business fraternities, diplomats and 
several representatives of the Indian 
Community in Kuwait.

During the inauguration, Dr. Ridha, 
accompanied by the Ambassador of 
India and other dignitaries, interacted 

with the exhibitors at the event. 
The ambassador said that he was 
motivated by the human dimension 
of the health services, which have the 
potential to deepen and strengthen 
further the goodwill between the 
people of the two countries, for 
organizing this event. 

Speaking at the event, Dr. Ridha 
congratulated the Embassy of India 
for taking this important initiative of 
hosting the ‘Best of Indian Healthcare 
Expo” that offered a very good 
opportunity for the Kuwaiti medical 
fraternity for networking, exchanging 
ideas and familiarizing themselves 
with the impressive advances made in 
healthcare domain by India. Extolling 
the excellent skills and expertise of 
Indian doctors and the world class 
standards achieved by the Indian 
healthcare services providers,Dr. Ridha 
added that the people of Kuwait, 
through this event, were able to get a 
direct glimpse of a wide range of the 

finest solutions available in India to 
meet their medical issues. 

In his address on the occasion, 
Dr. Al-Enizi, reflected on his own 
encounters with the extensive 
knowledge and experience of 
Indian doctors working in Kuwait, 
and expressed the hope that the 
Expo would open another bridge of 
cooperation between the two friendly 
countries. The keynote address of the 
evening was delivered by Prof. Srinath 
Reddy, an eminent cardiologist of 

global repute and President of Public 
Health Foundation of India, who 
spoke about the advancements in 
Indian healthcare and its extensive 
comparative advantages, including 
high accuracy diagnosis, modern 
technology-based pathology lab 
facilities, robotic interventions, 
absence of health insurance 
impediments etc. 

The exhibition, which was 
open to the public on 17 and 
18 March from 10 am to 9pm, 

generated a tremendous response, 
with hundreds of people from 
different walks of life attending the 
exhibition and utilizing the unique 
opportunity to witness first-hand 
the quality of Indian healthcare 
that was on display, and also to 
personally interact with some of 
India’s top doctors and healthcare 
providers. The visitors engaged in 
productive one-on-one discussions 
with the Indian healthcare 
professionals and many of them 
expressed keen desire to benefit 
from the advanced healthcare 
services on offer in India.

The Embassy of India said 
it would be happy to provide 
guidance to Kuwaiti friends seeking 
Indian healthcare services. In this 
regard, the contact details of the 
Commercial Section are: Tel:  
22530600, 22530612 (Intercom 211),  
Email : comsec@indembkwt.gov.in 
commercial@indembkwt.gov.in 

LOCAL

Enthusiastic Echoes of the 
‘Best of Indian Healthcare Expo 2019’

Exhibition concludes on successful note

...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Without singling out China by name, European 
Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker also 
recently warned about foreign purchases of strategic 
assets like ports. But, debt-ridden Italy, technically 
in recession since 2018, is keen to attract Chinese 
investments, and funding for its infrastructure projects, 
including in its ports, as well as gain better access for 
the country’s products in the huge Chinese market. 

Beijing, however, is keen to invest in ports and 
terminals as they provide the ideal conduit to funnel 
Chinese products into local markets and forms a 
strong bridgehead for further operations within a 
country. China has already made huge investments in 
expanding port facilities in countries stretching from 
the South China Seas to the Atlantic, including in Sri 
Lanka, Maldives, Pakistan, and Djibouti, in addition to 
its earlier investments in European ports in Greece, 
Spain and Belgium. 

Signing of the MoU in Rome has raised disquiet 
within the country and among Italy’s Western 
allies. Politicians within Mr. Conte’s own party and 
in the opposition have voiced concerns on future 
repercussions of Chinese investments in the economy, 
especially in strategic infrastructure such as ports. They 
point to the Greek port of Piraeus where innocuous 
infrastructure investments by China eventually led to 

the port being taken over in 2016 by Chinese shipping 
and port development conglomerate Cosco.

Other members of the European Union and the 
United States, already worried by China’s increasing global 
economic clout and its expanding political influence 
over Asian and African countries, have expressed their 
unease with Italy signing on to BRI and providing a 
backdoor for Chinese intrusions on the continent. It is 
more than five years since Chinese President Xi Jinping 
announced the launch of both the Silk Road Economic 
Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road — the 
infrastructure development and investment initiative — 
stretching from the Far East, across Central Asia and the 
Middle East, to Europe. The project, eventually termed 
the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)  is one of the most 
ambitious infrastructure and investment projects in the 
world. It attempts to retrace the original Silk Road, which 
connected Europe to Asia centuries ago.

The ambitious BRI involves a two-pronged 
approach: the overland Silk Road Economic Belt and 
the Maritime Silk Road, and envisions a vast network 
of railways, energy pipelines, highways, bridges, 
ports and smooth border crossings for both people 
and cargo. More than sixty countries have already 
signed on to BRI or indicated an interest in doing so. 
The largest so far is the US$68 billion China-Pakistan 
Economic Corridor, a collection of projects connecting 
China to Pakistan’s Gwadar Port on the Arabian Sea. 

In total, China has so far reportedly spent more than 
US$200 billion on BRI; the global investment firm, 
Morgan Stanley predicts China’s overall expenses over 
the life of the BRI could reach over $1.2 trillion by 2027. 

Critics of BRI see it a Trojan horse for Chinese 
economic hegemony over countries through Beijing-
controlled institutions and politicians, as well as for 
strategic expansion of its military capabilities by 
owning ports and energy pipelines in a string of  
countries along the BRI network. However, as costs for 
many infrastructure projects skyrocketed, opposition 
has grown in some countries. In Sri Lanka, President 
Maithripala Sirisena sought to renegotiate Colombo’s 
repayment schedule, but China asked for a long lease 
on a major port in return for debt forgiveness — some 
reports indicate Sri Lanka owed $13 billion on its debt 
in 2018, with expected total government revenues of 
just $14 billion. 

In Malaysia, newly elected Prime Minister Mahathir 
bin Mohamad — who had campaigned in 2018 against 
overpriced BRI initiatives, claiming they were partially 
re-directed to funds controlled by his predecessor 
— canceled $22 billion worth of BRI projects, once 
in office. The new Maldivian government has also 
begun to unwind some of the BRI projects introduced 
under former President Abdulla Yameen Abdul 
Gayoom, while the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 
is reported to be at risk as Islamabad faces a severe 

balance-of-payments crisis. 
Meanwhile, in Kuwait, a high-level Chinese 

delegation arrived in the country in mid-February and 
held discussions aimed at accelerating implementation 
of the construction of Mubarak port on Bubiyan Island, 
development of the mega Silk City Project and the 
northern economic zone, all of which are seen as 
crucial to the country’s New Kuwait 2035 strategic plan. 

“One of the main objectives of New Kuwait 2035, 
and its key project of the northern economic zone is 
redressing the structural imbalances of the national 
economy,” said the CEO of the Silk City and Boubyan 
Island Development Council, Faisal Al-Medlej. For his 
part, the First Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of 
Defense Sheikh Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, who 
is spearheading the mega development projects and 
the strategic New Kuwait 2035 plan, emphasized that the 
northern economic zone law must be flexible enough 
to attract local and international investors, and he 
hoped both executive and legislative authorities would 
complete the study of the law in the coming weeks.

In early March, Kuwait confirmed that it would 
establish a $10 billion Kuwait-China Silk Road Fund that 
will reportedly be financed in equal measure by Kuwait 
and China, while also working with strategic partners 
in China to arrange debt financing that could see the 
total investment capacity of the fund raised to as much 
as $30 billion. 

Prospects and pot holes on the new Silk Road
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Smartphone app 
to detect diabetes
According to the World Health Organization 

(WHO), diabetes kills over 1.6 people each 
year while high blood glucose level accounts 
for another 2.2 million deaths annually. Without 
treatment, diabetes can have serious health 
consequences, including kidney problems, eye 
conditions, heart disease, and stroke.

Currently, a doctor needs to take a blood 
sample to diagnose diabetes, which generally 
requires a trip to the clinic. For a wide range of 
reasons, many people do not have easy access to 
healthcare, so it is important to find simpler ways 
of detecting diabetes.

Researchers from the University of California 
in the US recently decided to investigate an 
innovative and freely available solution: a 
common smartphone app. Many fitness apps 
available on the market already use a technique 
called a photoplethysmography (PPG) signal to 
measure heart rate. 

When the heart contracts to push blood it 
generates a pulse of pressure that moves through 
the body. Peripheral blood vessels swell to 
accommodate the incoming blood. By placing 
the smartphone’s flash and camera next to a 
finger, it is possible to observe the minute changes 
resulting from this expansion of the blood vessels. 

With every contraction of the heart, the 
skin reflects an increasing amount of light. The 
smartphone’s camera can detect this change, and 
from this data, it is possible to extract information 

about blood flow. To investigate how smartphone 
technology performed as a diagnostic tool, the 
researchers recruited 54,269 participants and 
used a popular smartphone app named Azumio 
Instant Heart Rate to measure heart-rates.

The scientists created a deep learning 
algorithm that used the app’s PPG signal to 
ascertain who had diabetes. When they pitted the 
algorithm against the database, the researchers 
found that it could correctly identify individuals 
with diabetes 72 percent of the time.

When they also incorporated information 
about other known risk factors, such as body mass 
index (BMI), age, and sex, the algorithm identified 
diabetes an impressive 81 percent of the time. 
Importantly, their algorithm also worked the other 
way around — it correctly identified people as 
not having diabetes 97 percent of the time.

The researchers said their findings could 
become a low-cost way to screen for diabetes at 
home, “because it can be derived from any optical 
system that has a camera and a flashlight, and 
most people have a smartphone. The researchers 
warned that the technology should not replace 
an official diagnosis by a doctor, but data from 
the tech could encourage someone to visit their 
doctor.

HEALTH

The body’s organs and tissues 
require a constant supply of 
oxygen-and nutrient-rich 

blood to function and stay in good 
health. Heart failure arises when 
the heart’s ability to pump blood 
does not match the body’s needs. 

In a healthy heart, the heart 
muscle contracts and pumps 
freshly oxygenated blood into the 
aorta from where it travels to the 
rest of the body. In a person with 
heart failure, the heart muscle is 
weak or damaged and does not 
fully contract, leaving some blood 
left to pool inside the organ.

People with heart failure often 
feel tired and fatigued and may 
experience shortness of breath as 
they go about their everyday lives. 
They can also struggle to breathe 
when they lie down, and they can 
put on weight due to swelling in 
the stomach, ankles, feet, or legs.

The most common causes 
of heart failure are diseases and 
conditions that weaken or damage 
the heart. These include coronary 
artery disease, heart attacks, high 
blood pressure, and diabetes. 
Current treatments can slow or stop 
the disease from getting worse, but 
cannot regress it.

Now, researchers in Brazil and 
the United States claim they have 
developed and tested a molecule, 
they named ‘Selective Antagonist 
of Mitofusin 1-β2PKC Association’ 
or ‘SAMβA’  for short to help treat 
heart failures. The experimental 
drug, when administered in rats 
with heart ailments was shown 
to not only stop the heart disease 
from progressing, but also reduce 
its severity by improving the ability 
of heart muscles to contract.

SAMβA works by blocking a 
specific interaction between two 

proteins mitofusin 1 (Mfn1) and beta 
II protein kinase C (β2PKC) whose 
association impairs mitochondria 
in heart muscle cells, causing the 
cells to die. Mitochondria are tiny 
compartments inside cell bodies 
that make the chemical energy 
cells need to function and live. By 
regulating this specific interaction, 
the researchers could both halt the 
progression and make the disease 
regress to a less severe stage.

Failing hearts overproduce the 
protein β2PKC. Previous work had 
shown that blocking the protein 
improved heart function in people 
with heart failure, but this also 
stopped the protein from doing 
other things that help the heart.

The new drug SAMβA is more 
selective in that it only blocks one 
specific interaction, and that is the 
one that β2PKC has with Mfn1 — 
the one that affects the function 

of mitochondria. It does not 
affect β2PKC’s other interactions. 
Scientists call the process 
through which β2PKC alters Mfn1 
phosphorylation, and it is one of 
the ‘most common’ mechanisms 
in cells for altering the function of 
proteins.

Tests using human heart 
cells showed that, like the drugs 
already in use for the treatment of 
heart failure, SAMβA could curb 
the progression of the disease. 
However, in addition, it could 
also enhance the ability of cells 
to contract which is essential for 
effective pumping of blood.

The researchers cautioned that 
before clinical treatments can start, 
the molecule will have to undergo 
further independent tests, and its  
compatibility with existing heart 
failure drugs will also need to be 
examined.

New treatment for heart failure, improves circulation

Most medications 
contain potential 
allergens

Reading the tiny print on medications 
will show you that along with the active 

components in medicines, there is almost always 
a list of other ingredients that most people 
consider to be inactive. 

Manufacturers add these inactive components 
for a number of reasons such as making the 
drug more easy to absorb or to stabilize the 
compound, or sometimes just to enhance the 
way the product looks or tastes.

But new studies show that many of these ‘non-
active’ additives could cause health problems 
for users. While additives such as fructose and 
lactose will do no harm to the majority of people, 
it nevertheless causes issues for certain people.

Researchers from the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology in Cambridge and Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital in Boston, USA,  decided to 
investigate these additives in more depth.

When a doctor prescribes a drug to someone, 
they take careful note of the active compound 
and the dosage, but they are much less likely 
to think about the inactive ingredients. But 
for people who take multiple prescriptions, 
in particular the elderly, the intake of inactive 
ingredients could buildup. For instance, a patient 
taking 10 prescription medications each day 
would ingest an average of 2.8 grams of inactive 
ingredients daily.

To investigate the impact of these inactive 
ingredients, the researchers pored over previous 
studies on allergic reactions to inactive ingredients 
in medications. They also scoured a database 
called Pillbox, to see the full ingredients of all 
medicines for sale in the United States — both 
over-the-counter and prescription.

They found that, in most cases, more than 
half of each pill consists of inactive ingredients. 
In some cases, as much as 99 percent of the pill 
was found to be non-pharmaceutical. Worryingly, 
the scientist discovered that 93 percent of 
medications contain allergens, including lactose, 
dyes, gluten and peanut oil that some people may 
not be able to tolerate.

Although drugs that contain peanut oil always 
come with a warning on the packaging, the 
same is not true for any of the other ingredients. 
Moreover, making sense of the ingredients is 
challenging, and even if someone manages to 
spot an allergen in their pills, there is no guarantee 
that they will be able to find a version of the 
medicine that does not include the allergen.
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A two-day exhibition, ‘Best of 
Indian Healthcare Expo 2019’ 
was organized by the Embassy 

of India in Kuwait, in association with 
the Indian Doctors’ Forum (IDF), Kuwait 
Medical Association (KMA), Indian 
Business and Professional Council 
(IBPC) and Confederation of Indian 
Industry (CII), on 17-18 March, at Hotel 
Radisson Blu, Kuwait. The Exhibition 
witnessed participation of over 20 
exhibitors, including leading Indian 
hospitals and healthcare centers, 
alternative healthcare providers, 
wellness centers and prominent 
medical travel planners from various 
parts of India, showcasing India’s finest 
healthcare advancements.

The exhibition was officially 
inaugurated by Dr. Mustafa 
Mohammad Ridha, Undersecretary, 
Ministry of Health, and Dr. Ahmad 
Thuwaini AlEnizi, President, Kuwait 
Medical Association. 

During an impressive inaugural 
ceremony, Ambassador of India to 
Kuwait H.E. K. Jeeva Sagar welcomed 
the distinguished guests comprising 
of officials from various ministries 
and departments of the Government 
of Kuwait, Kuwaiti medical and 
business fraternities, diplomats and 
several representatives of the Indian 
Community in Kuwait.

During the inauguration, Dr. Ridha, 
accompanied by the Ambassador of 
India and other dignitaries, interacted 

with the exhibitors at the event. 
The ambassador said that he was 
motivated by the human dimension 
of the health services, which have the 
potential to deepen and strengthen 
further the goodwill between the 
people of the two countries, for 
organizing this event. 

Speaking at the event, Dr. Ridha 
congratulated the Embassy of India 
for taking this important initiative of 
hosting the ‘Best of Indian Healthcare 
Expo” that offered a very good 
opportunity for the Kuwaiti medical 
fraternity for networking, exchanging 
ideas and familiarizing themselves 
with the impressive advances made in 
healthcare domain by India. Extolling 
the excellent skills and expertise of 
Indian doctors and the world class 
standards achieved by the Indian 
healthcare services providers,Dr. Ridha 
added that the people of Kuwait, 
through this event, were able to get a 
direct glimpse of a wide range of the 

finest solutions available in India to 
meet their medical issues. 

In his address on the occasion, 
Dr. Al-Enizi, reflected on his own 
encounters with the extensive 
knowledge and experience of 
Indian doctors working in Kuwait, 
and expressed the hope that the 
Expo would open another bridge of 
cooperation between the two friendly 
countries. The keynote address of the 
evening was delivered by Prof. Srinath 
Reddy, an eminent cardiologist of 

global repute and President of Public 
Health Foundation of India, who 
spoke about the advancements in 
Indian healthcare and its extensive 
comparative advantages, including 
high accuracy diagnosis, modern 
technology-based pathology lab 
facilities, robotic interventions, 
absence of health insurance 
impediments etc. 

The exhibition, which was 
open to the public on 17 and 
18 March from 10 am to 9pm, 

generated a tremendous response, 
with hundreds of people from 
different walks of life attending the 
exhibition and utilizing the unique 
opportunity to witness first-hand 
the quality of Indian healthcare 
that was on display, and also to 
personally interact with some of 
India’s top doctors and healthcare 
providers. The visitors engaged in 
productive one-on-one discussions 
with the Indian healthcare 
professionals and many of them 
expressed keen desire to benefit 
from the advanced healthcare 
services on offer in India.

The Embassy of India said 
it would be happy to provide 
guidance to Kuwaiti friends seeking 
Indian healthcare services. In this 
regard, the contact details of the 
Commercial Section are: Tel:  
22530600, 22530612 (Intercom 211),  
Email : comsec@indembkwt.gov.in 
commercial@indembkwt.gov.in 

LOCAL

Enthusiastic Echoes of the 
‘Best of Indian Healthcare Expo 2019’

Exhibition concludes on successful note
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Without singling out China by name, European 
Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker also 
recently warned about foreign purchases of strategic 
assets like ports. But, debt-ridden Italy, technically 
in recession since 2018, is keen to attract Chinese 
investments, and funding for its infrastructure projects, 
including in its ports, as well as gain better access for 
the country’s products in the huge Chinese market. 

Beijing, however, is keen to invest in ports and 
terminals as they provide the ideal conduit to funnel 
Chinese products into local markets and forms a 
strong bridgehead for further operations within a 
country. China has already made huge investments in 
expanding port facilities in countries stretching from 
the South China Seas to the Atlantic, including in Sri 
Lanka, Maldives, Pakistan, and Djibouti, in addition to 
its earlier investments in European ports in Greece, 
Spain and Belgium. 

Signing of the MoU in Rome has raised disquiet 
within the country and among Italy’s Western 
allies. Politicians within Mr. Conte’s own party and 
in the opposition have voiced concerns on future 
repercussions of Chinese investments in the economy, 
especially in strategic infrastructure such as ports. They 
point to the Greek port of Piraeus where innocuous 
infrastructure investments by China eventually led to 

the port being taken over in 2016 by Chinese shipping 
and port development conglomerate Cosco.

Other members of the European Union and the 
United States, already worried by China’s increasing global 
economic clout and its expanding political influence 
over Asian and African countries, have expressed their 
unease with Italy signing on to BRI and providing a 
backdoor for Chinese intrusions on the continent. It is 
more than five years since Chinese President Xi Jinping 
announced the launch of both the Silk Road Economic 
Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road — the 
infrastructure development and investment initiative — 
stretching from the Far East, across Central Asia and the 
Middle East, to Europe. The project, eventually termed 
the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)  is one of the most 
ambitious infrastructure and investment projects in the 
world. It attempts to retrace the original Silk Road, which 
connected Europe to Asia centuries ago.

The ambitious BRI involves a two-pronged 
approach: the overland Silk Road Economic Belt and 
the Maritime Silk Road, and envisions a vast network 
of railways, energy pipelines, highways, bridges, 
ports and smooth border crossings for both people 
and cargo. More than sixty countries have already 
signed on to BRI or indicated an interest in doing so. 
The largest so far is the US$68 billion China-Pakistan 
Economic Corridor, a collection of projects connecting 
China to Pakistan’s Gwadar Port on the Arabian Sea. 

In total, China has so far reportedly spent more than 
US$200 billion on BRI; the global investment firm, 
Morgan Stanley predicts China’s overall expenses over 
the life of the BRI could reach over $1.2 trillion by 2027. 

Critics of BRI see it a Trojan horse for Chinese 
economic hegemony over countries through Beijing-
controlled institutions and politicians, as well as for 
strategic expansion of its military capabilities by 
owning ports and energy pipelines in a string of  
countries along the BRI network. However, as costs for 
many infrastructure projects skyrocketed, opposition 
has grown in some countries. In Sri Lanka, President 
Maithripala Sirisena sought to renegotiate Colombo’s 
repayment schedule, but China asked for a long lease 
on a major port in return for debt forgiveness — some 
reports indicate Sri Lanka owed $13 billion on its debt 
in 2018, with expected total government revenues of 
just $14 billion. 

In Malaysia, newly elected Prime Minister Mahathir 
bin Mohamad — who had campaigned in 2018 against 
overpriced BRI initiatives, claiming they were partially 
re-directed to funds controlled by his predecessor 
— canceled $22 billion worth of BRI projects, once 
in office. The new Maldivian government has also 
begun to unwind some of the BRI projects introduced 
under former President Abdulla Yameen Abdul 
Gayoom, while the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 
is reported to be at risk as Islamabad faces a severe 

balance-of-payments crisis. 
Meanwhile, in Kuwait, a high-level Chinese 

delegation arrived in the country in mid-February and 
held discussions aimed at accelerating implementation 
of the construction of Mubarak port on Bubiyan Island, 
development of the mega Silk City Project and the 
northern economic zone, all of which are seen as 
crucial to the country’s New Kuwait 2035 strategic plan. 

“One of the main objectives of New Kuwait 2035, 
and its key project of the northern economic zone is 
redressing the structural imbalances of the national 
economy,” said the CEO of the Silk City and Boubyan 
Island Development Council, Faisal Al-Medlej. For his 
part, the First Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of 
Defense Sheikh Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, who 
is spearheading the mega development projects and 
the strategic New Kuwait 2035 plan, emphasized that the 
northern economic zone law must be flexible enough 
to attract local and international investors, and he 
hoped both executive and legislative authorities would 
complete the study of the law in the coming weeks.

In early March, Kuwait confirmed that it would 
establish a $10 billion Kuwait-China Silk Road Fund that 
will reportedly be financed in equal measure by Kuwait 
and China, while also working with strategic partners 
in China to arrange debt financing that could see the 
total investment capacity of the fund raised to as much 
as $30 billion. 

Prospects and pot holes on the new Silk Road
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Smartphone app 
to detect diabetes
According to the World Health Organization 

(WHO), diabetes kills over 1.6 people each 
year while high blood glucose level accounts 
for another 2.2 million deaths annually. Without 
treatment, diabetes can have serious health 
consequences, including kidney problems, eye 
conditions, heart disease, and stroke.

Currently, a doctor needs to take a blood 
sample to diagnose diabetes, which generally 
requires a trip to the clinic. For a wide range of 
reasons, many people do not have easy access to 
healthcare, so it is important to find simpler ways 
of detecting diabetes.

Researchers from the University of California 
in the US recently decided to investigate an 
innovative and freely available solution: a 
common smartphone app. Many fitness apps 
available on the market already use a technique 
called a photoplethysmography (PPG) signal to 
measure heart rate. 

When the heart contracts to push blood it 
generates a pulse of pressure that moves through 
the body. Peripheral blood vessels swell to 
accommodate the incoming blood. By placing 
the smartphone’s flash and camera next to a 
finger, it is possible to observe the minute changes 
resulting from this expansion of the blood vessels. 

With every contraction of the heart, the 
skin reflects an increasing amount of light. The 
smartphone’s camera can detect this change, and 
from this data, it is possible to extract information 

about blood flow. To investigate how smartphone 
technology performed as a diagnostic tool, the 
researchers recruited 54,269 participants and 
used a popular smartphone app named Azumio 
Instant Heart Rate to measure heart-rates.

The scientists created a deep learning 
algorithm that used the app’s PPG signal to 
ascertain who had diabetes. When they pitted the 
algorithm against the database, the researchers 
found that it could correctly identify individuals 
with diabetes 72 percent of the time.

When they also incorporated information 
about other known risk factors, such as body mass 
index (BMI), age, and sex, the algorithm identified 
diabetes an impressive 81 percent of the time. 
Importantly, their algorithm also worked the other 
way around — it correctly identified people as 
not having diabetes 97 percent of the time.

The researchers said their findings could 
become a low-cost way to screen for diabetes at 
home, “because it can be derived from any optical 
system that has a camera and a flashlight, and 
most people have a smartphone. The researchers 
warned that the technology should not replace 
an official diagnosis by a doctor, but data from 
the tech could encourage someone to visit their 
doctor.

HEALTH

The body’s organs and tissues 
require a constant supply of 
oxygen-and nutrient-rich 

blood to function and stay in good 
health. Heart failure arises when 
the heart’s ability to pump blood 
does not match the body’s needs. 

In a healthy heart, the heart 
muscle contracts and pumps 
freshly oxygenated blood into the 
aorta from where it travels to the 
rest of the body. In a person with 
heart failure, the heart muscle is 
weak or damaged and does not 
fully contract, leaving some blood 
left to pool inside the organ.

People with heart failure often 
feel tired and fatigued and may 
experience shortness of breath as 
they go about their everyday lives. 
They can also struggle to breathe 
when they lie down, and they can 
put on weight due to swelling in 
the stomach, ankles, feet, or legs.

The most common causes 
of heart failure are diseases and 
conditions that weaken or damage 
the heart. These include coronary 
artery disease, heart attacks, high 
blood pressure, and diabetes. 
Current treatments can slow or stop 
the disease from getting worse, but 
cannot regress it.

Now, researchers in Brazil and 
the United States claim they have 
developed and tested a molecule, 
they named ‘Selective Antagonist 
of Mitofusin 1-β2PKC Association’ 
or ‘SAMβA’  for short to help treat 
heart failures. The experimental 
drug, when administered in rats 
with heart ailments was shown 
to not only stop the heart disease 
from progressing, but also reduce 
its severity by improving the ability 
of heart muscles to contract.

SAMβA works by blocking a 
specific interaction between two 

proteins mitofusin 1 (Mfn1) and beta 
II protein kinase C (β2PKC) whose 
association impairs mitochondria 
in heart muscle cells, causing the 
cells to die. Mitochondria are tiny 
compartments inside cell bodies 
that make the chemical energy 
cells need to function and live. By 
regulating this specific interaction, 
the researchers could both halt the 
progression and make the disease 
regress to a less severe stage.

Failing hearts overproduce the 
protein β2PKC. Previous work had 
shown that blocking the protein 
improved heart function in people 
with heart failure, but this also 
stopped the protein from doing 
other things that help the heart.

The new drug SAMβA is more 
selective in that it only blocks one 
specific interaction, and that is the 
one that β2PKC has with Mfn1 — 
the one that affects the function 

of mitochondria. It does not 
affect β2PKC’s other interactions. 
Scientists call the process 
through which β2PKC alters Mfn1 
phosphorylation, and it is one of 
the ‘most common’ mechanisms 
in cells for altering the function of 
proteins.

Tests using human heart 
cells showed that, like the drugs 
already in use for the treatment of 
heart failure, SAMβA could curb 
the progression of the disease. 
However, in addition, it could 
also enhance the ability of cells 
to contract which is essential for 
effective pumping of blood.

The researchers cautioned that 
before clinical treatments can start, 
the molecule will have to undergo 
further independent tests, and its  
compatibility with existing heart 
failure drugs will also need to be 
examined.

New treatment for heart failure, improves circulation

Most medications 
contain potential 
allergens

Reading the tiny print on medications 
will show you that along with the active 

components in medicines, there is almost always 
a list of other ingredients that most people 
consider to be inactive. 

Manufacturers add these inactive components 
for a number of reasons such as making the 
drug more easy to absorb or to stabilize the 
compound, or sometimes just to enhance the 
way the product looks or tastes.

But new studies show that many of these ‘non-
active’ additives could cause health problems 
for users. While additives such as fructose and 
lactose will do no harm to the majority of people, 
it nevertheless causes issues for certain people.

Researchers from the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology in Cambridge and Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital in Boston, USA,  decided to 
investigate these additives in more depth.

When a doctor prescribes a drug to someone, 
they take careful note of the active compound 
and the dosage, but they are much less likely 
to think about the inactive ingredients. But 
for people who take multiple prescriptions, 
in particular the elderly, the intake of inactive 
ingredients could buildup. For instance, a patient 
taking 10 prescription medications each day 
would ingest an average of 2.8 grams of inactive 
ingredients daily.

To investigate the impact of these inactive 
ingredients, the researchers pored over previous 
studies on allergic reactions to inactive ingredients 
in medications. They also scoured a database 
called Pillbox, to see the full ingredients of all 
medicines for sale in the United States — both 
over-the-counter and prescription.

They found that, in most cases, more than 
half of each pill consists of inactive ingredients. 
In some cases, as much as 99 percent of the pill 
was found to be non-pharmaceutical. Worryingly, 
the scientist discovered that 93 percent of 
medications contain allergens, including lactose, 
dyes, gluten and peanut oil that some people may 
not be able to tolerate.

Although drugs that contain peanut oil always 
come with a warning on the packaging, the 
same is not true for any of the other ingredients. 
Moreover, making sense of the ingredients is 
challenging, and even if someone manages to 
spot an allergen in their pills, there is no guarantee 
that they will be able to find a version of the 
medicine that does not include the allergen.
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There are over 200 inhabited islands in Greece — and 
over 6,000 isles of varying sizes all together. Each has 
its own character and tourist attractions, from the 

whitewashed cave homes of the Cyclades to the lush, green 
Italianate Ionians, to the Dodecanese capped with Crusader 
castles. Here are some of the best islands of Greece

Crete: The largest Greek island, with its own customs, 
climate, accent, and cuisine. Discover incredible beaches, 
including the unparalleled pink-sand Elafonissi; Venetian 
towns like Chania and Rethymnon, top-notch ruins such as 
the palace at Knossos, and a growing locavore scene that 
benefits from the exceptionally favorable climate and fertile 
ground. You can even explore the remote mountains, the 
resort-filled Gulf of Mirabello in the east, or historic Chania 
in the west.

Syros: On Syros, capital of the Cyclades, the colorful 19th-
century city of Ermoupoli is built on twin peaks – one 
Orthodox, the other Catholic, the heritage of a long Venetian 
occupation. There is still a strong Italian flavor in Ermoupoli’s 
marble piazzas, princely mansions, and miniature replica of 
La Scala, the showpiece of a year-round cultural scene. Syros 
hosts festivals of animation, dance, digital art, film, classical 
music, jazz and rembetiko, the Greek blues popularized by 
local musician Markos Vamvakaris. A few rembetiko joints 
have survived in the upper town, Ano Syra.

Once Greece’s ship-building centre, Syros still has a 
boatyard at Neorio. But the most splendid legacy of the 
shipping industry are the manor houses in Vaporia and 
Poseidonia. The beaches are slightly less splendid — 
with the exception of Delfini, Varvarousa, and Aetos in 
the wild north. 

Navagio Beach, Zakynthos, Ionian Islands: Lush and 
green, the Ionian Islands (also known as the ‘seven islands’ 
or ‘Eptanissia’) were never under Turkish rule. They have 
been their own country but were also governed by the 
British, the French, and, most significantly, the Venetians. The 
mix of influences led to the development of unique local 
culture, music, art, cuisine, and architecture, which is most 
visible in the Old Town of Corfu, with its Italianate buildings, 
smattering of palaces, narrow alleyways hung with laundry, 
and grand squares built around imposing Orthodox and 
Catholic churches. 

Scattered along the western coastline of Central Greece, 
the Ionian Islands as they are known, are an island cluster 
comprising twelve small and large islands whose total surface 
area comes to 2,200 square kilometers. Zakynthos, Ithaca, 
Corfu (Kerkyra), Kefalonia, Lefkada, and Paxi are the six, large 
Ionian Islands.  Antipaxi, Erikousa, Mathraki, Othoni, Meganisi 
and the deserted islets of Strofades south of Zakynthos are 
the smaller Ionian Islands.

Near Corfu, tiny Paxos is covered in olive trees, with three 
charming bays and a satellite island, AntiParos, known for 
its transparent waters. Kefalonia, the largest island in size 
has wild horses running around Mount Aenos in its center, 
a vast cave (Dragonata), an underwater lake (Melissani), and 
a tragic recent history made famous in Louis de Berniere’s 
novel, Corelli’s Violin. Zakynthos is home to Shipwreck Beach, 
accessible only by sea. Lefkada, connected to the mainland 
by a bridge, has woodland villages in the middle and some of 
Greece’s best beaches along its shores. Small Ithaka, arguably 
the home of Ulysses, is still relatively undiscovered, except 
by the immigrants who have returned to their picturesque 
home. And Kythera is the outlier—it looks more Cycladic 
than Ionian and is more easily reached from the Peloponnese 
than from its fellow Ionians—but its wild beauty makes it 
worth the trip. 

Sporades:  There are 24 of these green islands off of the 
northeastern coast of mainland Greece, but only four are 
inhabited- Alonnisos, Skiathos, Skopelos and Skyros.

Dark green pine trees, white churches, lots of sand and 
rocks, and singing. Buzzy Skiathos is famous for its gold sand 
beaches and nightlife, while low-key Skopelos is a natural 
paradise of white pebble coves, oak forests, monasteries, 
traditional villages, and lots of shipwrecks off the coast in the 
National Marine Park. Did we mention a National Marine Park, 
Alonissos is at the center of it, a great base for fishing, bird-
watching, and spotting the protected Mediterranean monk 
seal. Its claim to fame (aside from the Marine Park and wealth 
of flora and fauna) is the local cheese pie. Skyros’s claims 
to fame, on the other hand, are its ceramics, handicrafts, 
churches, and gorgeous Chora, the mountaintop capital 
crowned by a Venetian castle.

The Dodecanese: This archipelago gets its name from the 
Greek number twelve (dodeca) because it contains—you 
guessed it—12 main islands and multiple smaller ones. 
Rhodes and Kos are the two largest islands while smaller 
ones are largely undiscovered. As elsewhere in Greece, 
these islands were shaped by eons of history; in the town 
of Lindos on Rhodes, for example, there is an ancient Greek 
acropolis at the top of the hill, a medieval village in the 
middle, and a modern town on the beach at the bottom. 
Rhodes is known for its beautifully preserved medieval 
walled city with Crusader castles and ancient synagogue, 
Kos is distinguished by its 4th-century Asclipion complex, 
Patmos is famous for the still-working Monastery of St. John 
the Divine and the nearby cave in which he had the vision 
which inspired the Book of Revelation, and every sizable 
island has its own castle.

The Northeast Aegean Islands: This collection of 13 
islands (with five notable big ones—Ikaria, Samos, Limnos, 
Lesvos, and Chios) are the area of Greece that is closest to 
the peninsula of Asia Minor. A visit here means you will be 
richly rewarded by incredible beaches and natural wonders 
(a petrified forest on Lesvos, volcanic rocks and sand dunes 
on Limnos, the only-on-the-island mastic trees on Chios, 
thermal springs on Ikaria), medieval fortress villages (chief 
among them Mesta on Chios), and amazing food. The local 
cuisine may be one reason Ikaria is a Blue Zone, a site where 
locals live healthy lives to age 100 and beyond).

Milos: The volcanic island where Aphrodite’s graceful 
likeness was discovered. Those in the know jealously guard 
their treasured island, and especially its 70 (or more) beaches 
— surely the most diverse and dramatic coastline of all the 
Greek Islands. 

The island is known for its undulating cliffs at Sarakiniko, 
the bottle-green swimming hole at Papafragas, and 
colourful, rickety syrmata, tiny boat houses wedged 
between rock and sea. 
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series of strategic dialogues focused on the global 
challenge of disinformation. And more ambitious 
plans are already in the works, including French 
President Emmanuel Macron’s recently proposed 
European Agency for the Protection of Democracies, 
which would counter hostile manipulation 
campaigns. But, as is so often the case in Europe, the 
gap between word and deed is vast, and it remains 
to be seen how all of this will be implemented and 
scaled up. 

In any case, even if such initiatives do get off 
the ground, they will not succeed unless they are 
accompanied by efforts that tackle the demand 
side of the problem: the factors that make liberal 
democratic societies today so susceptible to 
manipulation.

The so-called War on Drugs failed spectacularly, 
partly because it focused exclusively on cutting off 
supply, without any regard for the factors driving 
demand. While it is an imperfect analogy, the lesson 
stands. If we are to avoid a similar failure in the fight 
against disinformation, we must look beyond tactics 
to develop a broad-based strategy addressing both 

supply and demand. Part of the answer lies in public 
education – for example, by including media literacy 
in school curricula, as is being done in Italy. But there 
is also a need to strengthen citizens’ sense of personal 
responsibility. This will not be easy, as it requires 
reconfiguring the relationship between government 
and governed.

As it stands, that relationship tends to resemble 
interaction between a service provider and its 
subscribers. A passive, transactional relationship 
weakens citizens’ sense of agency and responsibility, 
and a disempowered and disengaged population 
becomes an easy mark for those peddling 
disinformation.

Seven decades ago, the American diplomat 
George F. Kennan laid the intellectual foundations for 
the containment policy that defined the West’s grand 
strategy vis-à-vis the Soviet Union throughout the 
Cold War. In his famous article ‘The Sources of Soviet 
Conduct’, Kennan warned that physical containment 
of the Soviet sphere of influence was only part of the 
response. More importantly, the United States also 
needed to demonstrate the resilience and vibrancy 
of its society.

As Kennan put it, the imperative was to “create 
among the peoples of the world generally the 
impression of a country which knows what 
it wants, which is coping successfully with 
the problems of its internal life and with the 
responsibilities of a World Power, and which has a 
spiritual vitality capable of holding its own among 
the major ideological currents of the time.” To that 
end, the US needed to “measure up to its own best 
traditions and prove itself worthy of preservation 
as a great nation.”

Three decades after the Cold War’s end, this 
remains the core challenge facing the West: to 
measure up to our “own best traditions,” and to 
prove that our liberal democratic ideals are “worthy 
of preservation.” If we do not strengthen societies 
from within, we cannot hope to withstand threats 
from without. To succeed, we will need both tactical 
competency and a strategic vision that leaves no 
doubt about what we are fighting for.

VIEWPOINT

These are difficult days for liberal 
democracy. But of all the threats 
that have arisen in recent years — 

populism, nationalism, illiberalism — one 
stands out as a key enabler of the rest: 
the proliferation and weaponization of 
disinformation.

The threat is not a new one. Governments, 
lobby groups, and other interests have 
long relied on disinformation as a tool of 
manipulation and control.

What is new is the ease with which 
disinformation can be produced and 
disseminated. Advances in technology allow 
for the increasingly seamless manipulation 
or fabrication of video and audio, while the 
pervasiveness of social media enables false 
information to be rapidly amplified among 
receptive audiences.

Beyond introducing falsehoods 
into public discourse, the spread of 
disinformation can undermine the possibility 
of discourse itself, by calling into question 
actual facts. This ‘truth decay’ — apparent 
in the widespread rejection of experts and 
expertise—undermines the functioning 
of democratic systems, which depend on 
the electorate’s ability to make informed 
decisions about, say, climate policy or the 
prevention of communicable diseases.

The West has been slow to recognize 
the scale of this threat. It was only after the 
2016 Brexit referendum and US presidential 
election that the power of disinformation to 

reshape politics began to attract attention. 
That recognition was reinforced in 2017, 
during the French presidential election 
and the illegal referendum on Catalan 
independence.

Now, systematic efforts to fight 
disinformation are underway. So far, the 
focus has been on tactical approaches, 
targeting the ‘supply side’ of the problem: 
unmasking Russia-linked fake accounts, 
blocking disreputable sources, and adjusting 
algorithms to limit public exposure to false 
and misleading news. Europe has led the 
way in developing policy responses, such 
as soft guidelines for industry, national 
legislation, and strategic communications.

Such tactical actions, which can be 
implemented relatively easily and bring 
tangible results quickly , are a good start. But 
they are not nearly enough.

To some extent, Europe seems to 
recognize this. Early this month, the Atlantic 
Council organized #DisinfoWeek Europe, a 
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passing of generations. New powers have emerged to 
challenge Western dominance within an increasingly 
multipolar context. And the recent proliferation of 
authoritarian regimes has raised questions about the 
future of democracy.

Though the basic structures of the post-war order 
remain in place, they are being hollowed out in the 
face of Russian revisionism, Chinese assertiveness, US 
disruption, and European uncertainty. With the goal 
of revising the principles of the Atlantic Charter for this 
dangerous new world, two prominent think tanks, the 
Atlantic Council in the US and the Center for Global 
Governance Innovation in Canada, recently convened 
policymakers and thinkers, including me, from 19 
different countries.

When attempting to draft a new set of shared 
principles, the biggest challenge is in deciding 
whether to make them applicable just to the world’s 

democracies, or also to the likes of Russia, China, and 
Saudi Arabia. Obviously, democracy is by far the best 
way to ensure that individual rights are respected; but 
the debate also should be open to those advocating 
different values and interests. In our case, we wanted 
to produce a document that would resonate both 
in the ‘classical West’ as well as in Brazil, Algeria, Iran, 
India, Indonesia, and Vietnam.

Our deliberations resulted in a Declaration of 
Principles that we issued at the Munich Security 
Conference last month. “Inspired by the inalienable 
rights derived from our ethics, traditions, and faiths,” 
the declaration reads, “we commit ourselves to seek a 
better future for our citizens and our nations. We will 
defend our values, overcome past failures with new 
ideas, answer lies with truth, confront aggression with 
strength, and go forward with the coånfidence that 
our principles will prevail.”

The full declaration comprises seven statements 
under the headings of ‘freedom and justice’, 
“democracy and self-determination’, ‘peace and 
security’, ‘free markets and equal opportunity’, ‘an 
open and healthy planet’, ‘the right of assistance’, 
and ‘collective action’. In each area, our goal was 
to set down principles that might serve as the 
tenets of a new consensus after an inclusive global 
debate. The declaration is not merely a restatement 
of previously held beliefs. Environmental issues clearly 
have become more prominent than they were before, 
and questions of sovereignty must be reframed for 
an increasingly interconnected and interdependent 
world. Concerns about how prosperity is shared 
both within and between countries have gained 
significant currency.

But basic values such as respect for individual 
rights remain fundamentally important, as does the 
belief that ‘governments that answer to their citizens 
and respect the rule of law can best address inequity, 
correct injustice, and serve the good of all’. Indeed, 
governments ignore this proviso at their peril.

In August 1941, even before the United 
States had entered World War II, British 
Prime Minister Winston Churchill and US 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt met secretly 
off the coast of Newfoundland to discuss 
how the world could be organized after the 
war. A similar feat had been attempted at 
Versailles just over two decades earlier, but 
it had clearly failed.

Churchill and FDR’s assignation resulted 
in the Atlantic Charter, which established 
a set of shared principles and institutions 
that still define the international order 
eight decades later. In 1944, the Bretton 
Woods conference laid the groundwork 
for the International Monetary Fund, the 
World Bank, and other global financial 
institutions; the establishment of the United 
Nations soon followed. The defeated Axis 
powers were transformed into dynamic 
democracies with market economies, and 
were integrated into the new global system, 
while stability was maintained through 
cooperative security structures spanning 
the transatlantic and Pacific theaters.

Then came China’s economic reforms, 
starting in the late 1970s, and the collapse 
of the Soviet Union in 1991, whereupon 
the dream of truly global multilateral 
governance as envisioned in the Atlantic 

Charter could start to be realized. In 1995, 
the Bretton Woods-era General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade was replaced with the 
World Trade Organization, and in under two 
decades, trade as a share of global GDP has 
grown from around 40 percent to over 70 
percent (owing in no small part to China’s 
accession to the WTO in December 2001).

During this golden age of multilateralism, 
globalization, and social and economic 
development, more than one billion people 
were lifted out of extreme poverty, and 
democracy became the global norm. But it is 
clear that the second decade of the twenty-
first century has marked the advent of a 
different era. Memories of the international 
order’s formative years, and of the tragedies 
that made it necessary, have faded with the 
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There are over 200 inhabited islands in Greece — and 
over 6,000 isles of varying sizes all together. Each has 
its own character and tourist attractions, from the 

whitewashed cave homes of the Cyclades to the lush, green 
Italianate Ionians, to the Dodecanese capped with Crusader 
castles. Here are some of the best islands of Greece

Crete: The largest Greek island, with its own customs, 
climate, accent, and cuisine. Discover incredible beaches, 
including the unparalleled pink-sand Elafonissi; Venetian 
towns like Chania and Rethymnon, top-notch ruins such as 
the palace at Knossos, and a growing locavore scene that 
benefits from the exceptionally favorable climate and fertile 
ground. You can even explore the remote mountains, the 
resort-filled Gulf of Mirabello in the east, or historic Chania 
in the west.

Syros: On Syros, capital of the Cyclades, the colorful 19th-
century city of Ermoupoli is built on twin peaks – one 
Orthodox, the other Catholic, the heritage of a long Venetian 
occupation. There is still a strong Italian flavor in Ermoupoli’s 
marble piazzas, princely mansions, and miniature replica of 
La Scala, the showpiece of a year-round cultural scene. Syros 
hosts festivals of animation, dance, digital art, film, classical 
music, jazz and rembetiko, the Greek blues popularized by 
local musician Markos Vamvakaris. A few rembetiko joints 
have survived in the upper town, Ano Syra.

Once Greece’s ship-building centre, Syros still has a 
boatyard at Neorio. But the most splendid legacy of the 
shipping industry are the manor houses in Vaporia and 
Poseidonia. The beaches are slightly less splendid — 
with the exception of Delfini, Varvarousa, and Aetos in 
the wild north. 

Navagio Beach, Zakynthos, Ionian Islands: Lush and 
green, the Ionian Islands (also known as the ‘seven islands’ 
or ‘Eptanissia’) were never under Turkish rule. They have 
been their own country but were also governed by the 
British, the French, and, most significantly, the Venetians. The 
mix of influences led to the development of unique local 
culture, music, art, cuisine, and architecture, which is most 
visible in the Old Town of Corfu, with its Italianate buildings, 
smattering of palaces, narrow alleyways hung with laundry, 
and grand squares built around imposing Orthodox and 
Catholic churches. 

Scattered along the western coastline of Central Greece, 
the Ionian Islands as they are known, are an island cluster 
comprising twelve small and large islands whose total surface 
area comes to 2,200 square kilometers. Zakynthos, Ithaca, 
Corfu (Kerkyra), Kefalonia, Lefkada, and Paxi are the six, large 
Ionian Islands.  Antipaxi, Erikousa, Mathraki, Othoni, Meganisi 
and the deserted islets of Strofades south of Zakynthos are 
the smaller Ionian Islands.

Near Corfu, tiny Paxos is covered in olive trees, with three 
charming bays and a satellite island, AntiParos, known for 
its transparent waters. Kefalonia, the largest island in size 
has wild horses running around Mount Aenos in its center, 
a vast cave (Dragonata), an underwater lake (Melissani), and 
a tragic recent history made famous in Louis de Berniere’s 
novel, Corelli’s Violin. Zakynthos is home to Shipwreck Beach, 
accessible only by sea. Lefkada, connected to the mainland 
by a bridge, has woodland villages in the middle and some of 
Greece’s best beaches along its shores. Small Ithaka, arguably 
the home of Ulysses, is still relatively undiscovered, except 
by the immigrants who have returned to their picturesque 
home. And Kythera is the outlier—it looks more Cycladic 
than Ionian and is more easily reached from the Peloponnese 
than from its fellow Ionians—but its wild beauty makes it 
worth the trip. 

Sporades:  There are 24 of these green islands off of the 
northeastern coast of mainland Greece, but only four are 
inhabited- Alonnisos, Skiathos, Skopelos and Skyros.

Dark green pine trees, white churches, lots of sand and 
rocks, and singing. Buzzy Skiathos is famous for its gold sand 
beaches and nightlife, while low-key Skopelos is a natural 
paradise of white pebble coves, oak forests, monasteries, 
traditional villages, and lots of shipwrecks off the coast in the 
National Marine Park. Did we mention a National Marine Park, 
Alonissos is at the center of it, a great base for fishing, bird-
watching, and spotting the protected Mediterranean monk 
seal. Its claim to fame (aside from the Marine Park and wealth 
of flora and fauna) is the local cheese pie. Skyros’s claims 
to fame, on the other hand, are its ceramics, handicrafts, 
churches, and gorgeous Chora, the mountaintop capital 
crowned by a Venetian castle.

The Dodecanese: This archipelago gets its name from the 
Greek number twelve (dodeca) because it contains—you 
guessed it—12 main islands and multiple smaller ones. 
Rhodes and Kos are the two largest islands while smaller 
ones are largely undiscovered. As elsewhere in Greece, 
these islands were shaped by eons of history; in the town 
of Lindos on Rhodes, for example, there is an ancient Greek 
acropolis at the top of the hill, a medieval village in the 
middle, and a modern town on the beach at the bottom. 
Rhodes is known for its beautifully preserved medieval 
walled city with Crusader castles and ancient synagogue, 
Kos is distinguished by its 4th-century Asclipion complex, 
Patmos is famous for the still-working Monastery of St. John 
the Divine and the nearby cave in which he had the vision 
which inspired the Book of Revelation, and every sizable 
island has its own castle.

The Northeast Aegean Islands: This collection of 13 
islands (with five notable big ones—Ikaria, Samos, Limnos, 
Lesvos, and Chios) are the area of Greece that is closest to 
the peninsula of Asia Minor. A visit here means you will be 
richly rewarded by incredible beaches and natural wonders 
(a petrified forest on Lesvos, volcanic rocks and sand dunes 
on Limnos, the only-on-the-island mastic trees on Chios, 
thermal springs on Ikaria), medieval fortress villages (chief 
among them Mesta on Chios), and amazing food. The local 
cuisine may be one reason Ikaria is a Blue Zone, a site where 
locals live healthy lives to age 100 and beyond).

Milos: The volcanic island where Aphrodite’s graceful 
likeness was discovered. Those in the know jealously guard 
their treasured island, and especially its 70 (or more) beaches 
— surely the most diverse and dramatic coastline of all the 
Greek Islands. 

The island is known for its undulating cliffs at Sarakiniko, 
the bottle-green swimming hole at Papafragas, and 
colourful, rickety syrmata, tiny boat houses wedged 
between rock and sea. 
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series of strategic dialogues focused on the global 
challenge of disinformation. And more ambitious 
plans are already in the works, including French 
President Emmanuel Macron’s recently proposed 
European Agency for the Protection of Democracies, 
which would counter hostile manipulation 
campaigns. But, as is so often the case in Europe, the 
gap between word and deed is vast, and it remains 
to be seen how all of this will be implemented and 
scaled up. 

In any case, even if such initiatives do get off 
the ground, they will not succeed unless they are 
accompanied by efforts that tackle the demand 
side of the problem: the factors that make liberal 
democratic societies today so susceptible to 
manipulation.

The so-called War on Drugs failed spectacularly, 
partly because it focused exclusively on cutting off 
supply, without any regard for the factors driving 
demand. While it is an imperfect analogy, the lesson 
stands. If we are to avoid a similar failure in the fight 
against disinformation, we must look beyond tactics 
to develop a broad-based strategy addressing both 

supply and demand. Part of the answer lies in public 
education – for example, by including media literacy 
in school curricula, as is being done in Italy. But there 
is also a need to strengthen citizens’ sense of personal 
responsibility. This will not be easy, as it requires 
reconfiguring the relationship between government 
and governed.

As it stands, that relationship tends to resemble 
interaction between a service provider and its 
subscribers. A passive, transactional relationship 
weakens citizens’ sense of agency and responsibility, 
and a disempowered and disengaged population 
becomes an easy mark for those peddling 
disinformation.

Seven decades ago, the American diplomat 
George F. Kennan laid the intellectual foundations for 
the containment policy that defined the West’s grand 
strategy vis-à-vis the Soviet Union throughout the 
Cold War. In his famous article ‘The Sources of Soviet 
Conduct’, Kennan warned that physical containment 
of the Soviet sphere of influence was only part of the 
response. More importantly, the United States also 
needed to demonstrate the resilience and vibrancy 
of its society.

As Kennan put it, the imperative was to “create 
among the peoples of the world generally the 
impression of a country which knows what 
it wants, which is coping successfully with 
the problems of its internal life and with the 
responsibilities of a World Power, and which has a 
spiritual vitality capable of holding its own among 
the major ideological currents of the time.” To that 
end, the US needed to “measure up to its own best 
traditions and prove itself worthy of preservation 
as a great nation.”

Three decades after the Cold War’s end, this 
remains the core challenge facing the West: to 
measure up to our “own best traditions,” and to 
prove that our liberal democratic ideals are “worthy 
of preservation.” If we do not strengthen societies 
from within, we cannot hope to withstand threats 
from without. To succeed, we will need both tactical 
competency and a strategic vision that leaves no 
doubt about what we are fighting for.

VIEWPOINT

These are difficult days for liberal 
democracy. But of all the threats 
that have arisen in recent years — 

populism, nationalism, illiberalism — one 
stands out as a key enabler of the rest: 
the proliferation and weaponization of 
disinformation.

The threat is not a new one. Governments, 
lobby groups, and other interests have 
long relied on disinformation as a tool of 
manipulation and control.

What is new is the ease with which 
disinformation can be produced and 
disseminated. Advances in technology allow 
for the increasingly seamless manipulation 
or fabrication of video and audio, while the 
pervasiveness of social media enables false 
information to be rapidly amplified among 
receptive audiences.

Beyond introducing falsehoods 
into public discourse, the spread of 
disinformation can undermine the possibility 
of discourse itself, by calling into question 
actual facts. This ‘truth decay’ — apparent 
in the widespread rejection of experts and 
expertise—undermines the functioning 
of democratic systems, which depend on 
the electorate’s ability to make informed 
decisions about, say, climate policy or the 
prevention of communicable diseases.

The West has been slow to recognize 
the scale of this threat. It was only after the 
2016 Brexit referendum and US presidential 
election that the power of disinformation to 

reshape politics began to attract attention. 
That recognition was reinforced in 2017, 
during the French presidential election 
and the illegal referendum on Catalan 
independence.

Now, systematic efforts to fight 
disinformation are underway. So far, the 
focus has been on tactical approaches, 
targeting the ‘supply side’ of the problem: 
unmasking Russia-linked fake accounts, 
blocking disreputable sources, and adjusting 
algorithms to limit public exposure to false 
and misleading news. Europe has led the 
way in developing policy responses, such 
as soft guidelines for industry, national 
legislation, and strategic communications.

Such tactical actions, which can be 
implemented relatively easily and bring 
tangible results quickly , are a good start. But 
they are not nearly enough.

To some extent, Europe seems to 
recognize this. Early this month, the Atlantic 
Council organized #DisinfoWeek Europe, a 
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passing of generations. New powers have emerged to 
challenge Western dominance within an increasingly 
multipolar context. And the recent proliferation of 
authoritarian regimes has raised questions about the 
future of democracy.

Though the basic structures of the post-war order 
remain in place, they are being hollowed out in the 
face of Russian revisionism, Chinese assertiveness, US 
disruption, and European uncertainty. With the goal 
of revising the principles of the Atlantic Charter for this 
dangerous new world, two prominent think tanks, the 
Atlantic Council in the US and the Center for Global 
Governance Innovation in Canada, recently convened 
policymakers and thinkers, including me, from 19 
different countries.

When attempting to draft a new set of shared 
principles, the biggest challenge is in deciding 
whether to make them applicable just to the world’s 

democracies, or also to the likes of Russia, China, and 
Saudi Arabia. Obviously, democracy is by far the best 
way to ensure that individual rights are respected; but 
the debate also should be open to those advocating 
different values and interests. In our case, we wanted 
to produce a document that would resonate both 
in the ‘classical West’ as well as in Brazil, Algeria, Iran, 
India, Indonesia, and Vietnam.

Our deliberations resulted in a Declaration of 
Principles that we issued at the Munich Security 
Conference last month. “Inspired by the inalienable 
rights derived from our ethics, traditions, and faiths,” 
the declaration reads, “we commit ourselves to seek a 
better future for our citizens and our nations. We will 
defend our values, overcome past failures with new 
ideas, answer lies with truth, confront aggression with 
strength, and go forward with the coånfidence that 
our principles will prevail.”

The full declaration comprises seven statements 
under the headings of ‘freedom and justice’, 
“democracy and self-determination’, ‘peace and 
security’, ‘free markets and equal opportunity’, ‘an 
open and healthy planet’, ‘the right of assistance’, 
and ‘collective action’. In each area, our goal was 
to set down principles that might serve as the 
tenets of a new consensus after an inclusive global 
debate. The declaration is not merely a restatement 
of previously held beliefs. Environmental issues clearly 
have become more prominent than they were before, 
and questions of sovereignty must be reframed for 
an increasingly interconnected and interdependent 
world. Concerns about how prosperity is shared 
both within and between countries have gained 
significant currency.

But basic values such as respect for individual 
rights remain fundamentally important, as does the 
belief that ‘governments that answer to their citizens 
and respect the rule of law can best address inequity, 
correct injustice, and serve the good of all’. Indeed, 
governments ignore this proviso at their peril.

In August 1941, even before the United 
States had entered World War II, British 
Prime Minister Winston Churchill and US 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt met secretly 
off the coast of Newfoundland to discuss 
how the world could be organized after the 
war. A similar feat had been attempted at 
Versailles just over two decades earlier, but 
it had clearly failed.

Churchill and FDR’s assignation resulted 
in the Atlantic Charter, which established 
a set of shared principles and institutions 
that still define the international order 
eight decades later. In 1944, the Bretton 
Woods conference laid the groundwork 
for the International Monetary Fund, the 
World Bank, and other global financial 
institutions; the establishment of the United 
Nations soon followed. The defeated Axis 
powers were transformed into dynamic 
democracies with market economies, and 
were integrated into the new global system, 
while stability was maintained through 
cooperative security structures spanning 
the transatlantic and Pacific theaters.

Then came China’s economic reforms, 
starting in the late 1970s, and the collapse 
of the Soviet Union in 1991, whereupon 
the dream of truly global multilateral 
governance as envisioned in the Atlantic 

Charter could start to be realized. In 1995, 
the Bretton Woods-era General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade was replaced with the 
World Trade Organization, and in under two 
decades, trade as a share of global GDP has 
grown from around 40 percent to over 70 
percent (owing in no small part to China’s 
accession to the WTO in December 2001).

During this golden age of multilateralism, 
globalization, and social and economic 
development, more than one billion people 
were lifted out of extreme poverty, and 
democracy became the global norm. But it is 
clear that the second decade of the twenty-
first century has marked the advent of a 
different era. Memories of the international 
order’s formative years, and of the tragedies 
that made it necessary, have faded with the 
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Matte makeup 
comes out 

with no shine and 
is usually flat with 
color, with the payoff 
being more muted than 
its glossy counterparts. On 
a technical level, the formulas are made without 
sparkling ingredients like mica and silica, and 
are instead stocked with low-reflection additives 
like talc. Unlike the vintage variety, newer matte 
powders have smaller particle sizes, so the 
product lays cleaner and blends more seamless 
without looking dry or chalky.
Prep skin for matte makeup: Laying the 
right groundwork is almost as important as the 
application itself. Guarantee a flawless canvas by 
smoothing a hyaluronic acid serum onto your 
bare complexion, followed by a gel moisturizer 
and a sunscreen. Let the ingredients absorb for 
five minutes, then apply a lightweight, silky primer 
for grip using fingers in a sweeping out motion. 
This will ensure your matte look will last all day. 
Plus, it will help fill any lines or larger pores, so 
makeup sits on an even surface. 
Choose the right base: The product can depend 
on your skin type, or it can depend on what your 
needs are, like how much time you have. It’s best 
for drier skin types to use cream or stick formulas 
as the emollient texture can ease discomfort 
associated with tightness and flaking. Oily skin 
types are best paired with loose or packed shine-
absorbing matte powders. Normal skin? You can 
wear a liquid, stick, powder, faintly tinted or a 
hybrid cream-to-powder matte formula.

Use a foundation brush or sponge to bring 
the look to life. Just don’t dampen the sponge 
as it might sheer down the texture or make the 
foundation dewier.

The perfect matte makeup pairs
You do not have to be exclusive with mattes — 
on the contrary, mixing and matching textures 
can really help you achieve your best look.  Here 
is how to do it.
Matte + Cream
Keep your complexion matte and everything else 
nice and dewy. Go for liquid lips, creamy cheek 
color and even cream eyeshadow. Or, skip the eye 
makeup altogether and just use a multi-tasking 
cream stick on lips and cheeks.
Matte + Highlight
You can do matte skin with a glossier highlight. 
After applying the no-sheen foundation, 
strategically place luminizer on all prominent 
facial bones for a more structured look. Think: 
brow bones, high cheekbones, along the jawline 
and down the front of the nose. You can even dab 
a bit into the Cupid’s bow for some lip definition. 
Use a stick brightener for easy touch-ups.

Or, try it the other way: dewy skin with a 
matte lip. Bring in a liquid foundation or tinted 
moisturizer and apply using your fingers or a 
foundation brush. To really up the ante, cocktail 
a tinted moisturizer with a liquid highlighter for 
elevated brightness. 

Then choose a bold, matte version of liquid 
lipstick for your lips.
Matte + Cream + Gloss
Like the triple play of makeup textures, this look 
will incorporate them all. Keep skin and lips super 
matte, then use a cream cheek color on your 
apples — tapped on using your ring finger in fluid 
motions. Finish with a clear eye gloss on lids and 
extra mascara.

 Matte 
Makeup 
   tips

Stylish 
tulle skirts 
The tulle skirt is described as beautiful, chic 

and feminine, but as lovely as a tulle skirt is, 
it can be really cute or very tacky looking, 

depending on how you wear it. Firstly, you 
should mostly wear high heels when styling as it 
balances out your proportion and adds length to 
your figure. This style of skirt adds volume to your 
frame and requires the added height to balance it. 
This is just one way; here are other styling tips for 
tweaking this piece to make it work for you.

Keep it girly: Stylish ladies love flaunting their 
femininity in a tulle skirt; it has just the perfect 
flounce. Emanate a girly essence by adding soft and 
dainty colors like pastels and other lighter hues to 
your outfit. Achieve a similar feat with blouses that 
are embellished with lace, ribbons, florals, or other 
traditionally feminine elements. Nothing screams 
delicately feminine, quite like a lacy blouse. You 
can also play up the skirt’s girlish roots with ultra-
feminine details, such as a statement necklace and 
bow-bedecked heels.
Aim for a casual look: For those whose style is 

very casual, your tulle skirt can blend in with your 
everyday wardrobe; simply choose casual clothes 
and accessories. Try toning down your tulle skirt 
with just a t-shirt and flats or you can opt for a 
denim jacket and chambray top to look effortless.  
Another on-trend guise; a flannel shirt and tulle 
skirt makes for an unexpectedly cool pairing. 
Tucking your shirt in is the best way to look 
prim and proper instead of sloppy. If you are 
feeling adventurous, go ahead and wear 
your tulle skirt with sneakers.

Casual is easy to pull off if you keep 
your top simple in shape and in a relaxed 
silhouette. Let your skirt be the statement-
maker and don’t let yourself get lost in the 
focal point.
Glamorous possibilities: 
Amp up the verve of 
tulle skirts adorned 
in silk and sparkling 
bits by showing off a 
party blouse in brilliant 
embellishments. Think 
beyond pink and white or 
other safe combination, a tulle skirt 
in an untraditional hue like vivid purple 
or neon pink speaks to your fashion-forward 
sensibilities. Alternatively, make your ensemble 
work friendly by wearing a tulle skirt with a 
trendy blazer. 

Mix and match textures: Create an interesting 
outfit by wearing your tulle skirt with a top 
that has a different texture. For winter, you can 
try to mix and match tulle with knitwear or fur.  
A thick cable knit sweater grounds the tulle 

skirt’s inherent whimsy, making your overall 
outfit more interesting. You may attempt 

the Parisian style; a short dark-colored 
tulles skirt matched with a striped 

sweater and ribbon-tie heels for 
instant classiness.
Play with edginess: For an outfit 
that is sure to deem you a stunner 
give your tulle skirt that tough 
edge by going all out of leather 
accessories and outwear. For the 
ultimate contrast, throw on an 
edgy leather jacket and metallic 

belt. Neutrals are chic and who 
doesn’t love a good mix of naughty 
and nice? Mix a blush or cream 
tulle skirt with a motorcycle jacket 

and black tee, which gives some 
serious attitude.

Maximalists will also surely approve of 
a texture-on-texture approach to the tulle 
trend. You may not know this but tulle can 
pair well with mesh and fishnets and glitter 
and sequins.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The annual World Happiness Report, a landmark 
survey of the state of global happiness  ranks 
156 countries by how happy their citizens 
perceive themselves to be. The report, released 
in conjunction with International Happiness Day 
on 20 March, is produced by the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Solutions Network in 
partnership with the Ernesto Illy Foundation. 

This year’s report finds Finland once again at the 
top of the global list of world’s happiest countries, 
followed by Denmark, Norway, Iceland and The 
Netherlands, rounding-off the top five happiest 
nations.

Despite being one of the richest countries in 
the world, the United States ranked in 19th place, 
one spot lower than the rank it held on the global 
index in 2018. The report bases its ranking on six 
key variables: gross domestic product per capita, 
social support, healthy life expectancy, freedom 
to make life choices, generosity and freedom from 
corruption. 

Kuwait ranked 51st among the 156 counties 
featured in the index, falling six spots from the 45th 
place it occupied in 2018. Other Gulf Cooperation 
Council (GCC) member-nations ranked higher than 
Kuwait. The UAE topped the GCC rankings with the 
21st in the global index

The UAE is ranked 21st, Pakistan 67th, Bangladesh 
125th and China is place at 93rd, according to the 
report. Surprisingly, Saudi Arabia often viewed as a 
drab country came in at 28th spot followed in 29th 
place by Qatar and Bahrain in 37th place. Oman did 
not feature in this year’s index. 

Bringing up the list of five most unhappiest 
countries in 2019, were Rwanda (152), Tanzania 
(153), Afghanistan (154), Central African Republic 
(155), and war-torn South Sudan at the bottom of 
the pile.

The idea of dedicating one day in the year to 
‘Happiness’ was conceptualized in 2012 by activist, 
statesman and then United Nations special adviser 
Jayme Illien with the aim of inspiring, mobilizing 
and advancing the global happiness movement.

Through a successful campaign, Mr. Illien 
managed to unite a global coalition of all 193 
United Nations member states, and secured the 
endorsement of then Secretary-General of the 
United Nations, Ban Ki-moon, to support the 
concept of establishing the International Day of 
Happiness.

In April 2012, speaking on the topic of global 
happiness and well-being before a high-level 
meeting of heads of state, ministers and high-level 
delegates from around the world, the UN Chief Ban 
Ki-moon said: “We need a new economic paradigm 
that recognizes the parity between the three pillars 

of sustainable development. Social, economic and 
environmental well-being are indivisible. Together 
they define gross global happiness.”

Two months later, on 28 June 2012, the United 
Nations General Assembly adopted by unanimous 
consensus of all 193 member states UN Resolution 
66/281 to celebrate the ‘International Day of 
Happiness’ on 20 March of each year. 

The day of 20 March was chosen as it coincided 
with the March equinox, when day and night are of 
almost equal duration in most time zones around 
the world. The day is also celebrated in many 
parts of the world as a spring festival that heralds 
the arrival of reviving spring after the dark days 
of winter. For many people and cultures, the day 
symbolizes the eternal hope of a better tomorrow 
that burns within us.

 However, long before Jayme Illien began to 
campaign for a day dedicated to happiness, in 1972, 
the then King of Bhutan, Jigme Singye Wangchuck, 
coined the term Gross National Happiness 
(GNH) to define and measure the well-being of 
Bhutanese citizens. The king considered GNH to 
be more Important than Gross National Product, 
in measuring the true level of happiness felt of 
individual citizens. Today, Gross National Happiness 
is instituted as the goal of the government of 
Bhutan and is inscribed in the Constitution of 
Bhutan.

World needs more Happiness Days
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TECHNOLOGY

PayPal provides 
instant transfer 
for bank accounts

No one likes waiting to get 
their money into their 

accounts. PayPal, the global 
online payment provider 
announced last week that 
it was addressing the delay 
issue with a new option that 
will let users instantly transfer 
funds to their bank account.

It is essentially an 
expansion of the existing 

instant money transfer feature that PayPal has 
offered since 2017. However that feature only 
allowed users to instantly transfer funds from 
PayPal to a Visa or Mastercard debit cards; the new 
option will let users move it directly to their banks 
just like they would with PayPal’s free transfer 
option, just much faster. PayPal charges 1 percent 
or a maximum of $10 for the faster transfer.  

Like the debit card transactions, PayPal says 
that the ‘instant’ transfers will vary by bank and 
may take up to 30 minutes to clear, but that is still 
far faster than the ‘one to three business days’ that 
the company quotes for the free, standard transfer. 
PayPal is also charging the same fee for instant 
transfers, whether they be to a bank or debit card.

The new instant transfer feature for banks is 
only available in the US for now, and it should be 
rolling out over the next few weeks. The company 
said it was looking to launch the feature in other 
countries in the future.

Clear all data 
before disposing 
USB drives

A recent study by researchers at the University 
of Hertfordshire in the United Kingdom found 

that around 68 percent of disposed USB drives still 
contained data from previous users.

For their study the researchers purchased 200 
used USB flash drives to determine whether data on 
the drive had been cleared before being disposed 

of. In addition to the data that could be recovered 
from the disposed drives, the researchers found that 
they could identity the previous owner of the drives 
from 20 percent of drives, and that on several drives 
there had been no effort made to delete any data.

Losing a USB drive is very easy. Whether it 
falls out of a pocket, is absentmindedly left 
plugged into a computer, or is swiped by 
someone with sticky fingers, the risk to your 
data is quite high. Because of this, encrypting 
your drive is the best defense to preventing 
data theft or protecting drives before they are 
disposed as encrypted data necessarily cannot 
be read by the new owner.

If you have not encrypted the data, the least 
you could do before disposing of USB drives is 
to format it so that it wipes away any data on 
the drive. To wipe a drive on Windows 10, go to 
‘This PC’, and right-click on the drive you want to 
securely erase. Click ‘Format...’ and un-check the 
‘Quick Format’ box, and click Start.

For Linux and Mac OS X, you can overwrite 
the entire device with random data using this 
command from the terminal: dd if=/dev/urandom 
of=/dev/sdX bs=1M (You will need to replace /dev/
sdX with the actual ID of the drive.)

Google apps help hearing- and visually-impaired

About one in three people 
between the ages of 65 
and 74 has hearing loss, 

and half of folks over 75 have 
difficult hearing. By 2055, based 
on World Health Organization 
estimates, about 900 million 
people worldwide will be living 
with hearing loss.

So Google deserves kudos for 
announcing two new Android 
applications designed to make 
life easier for deaf and hard-of-
hearing people. One of the apps, 
Live Transcribe, turns live speech 
into real-time captions by using 
a phone’s microphone; the other, 
Sound Amplifier, improves a 
phone’s sound output.

Live Transcribe, which works on 
Android 5.0 Lollipop and up, will 
be available in 70 languages and 
dialects. It also has a type-back 
keyboard for users who cannot or 
do not want to speak, and works 
with external microphones to 
improve transcription accuracy.

Google has begun to roll out 
a limited beta version of the app 
gradually to users worldwide 
through its Play Store. Once on a 
phone, it can be activated from the 

Accessibility settings and launched 
from the Accessibility button on 
Android’s navigation bar.

However, there are limitation 
to Live Transcribe; for one, it does 
not work well in places where 
surrounding sound is too loud; 
it also requires internet access 
and so performs poorly if the 
phone has a weak signal. It can 
also have a problem with accents. 
In response to the surrounding 

sound problem, Google has added 
a visual indicator that displays the 
signal-to-noise ratio of a phone’s 
immediate environment, so an 
operator can gauge if the app is 
going to perform effectively or not.

The second app that Google 
launched last week is called Sound 
Amplifier and it basically makes a 
phone’s audio clearer and easier 
to hear. Wired headphones can be 
used to filter, augment and amplify 

the sounds around you. The app 
increases quiet sounds without 
boosting loud sounds. Sound 
enhancement settings can be 
customized, and noise reduction 
can be applied with simple sliders 
and toggles to minimize distracting 
background noise. The app is now 
available from the Play Store and is 
totally free. 

Last year, Google also 
announced it was working on 

a new app named Lookout to 
help the visually-impaired. The 
app uses Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) to identify objects through 
the phone’s camera. It can also 
read text in signs and labels, scan 
barcodes, and identify currencies. 
This week, Google announced that 
Lookout will finally be available to 
download — though only for Pixel 
devices in the US.

Google cautions that, as with all 
new technology, Lookout’s results 
will not always be “100 percent 
perfect,” but it is soliciting feedback 
from early users.

To use Lookout, Google 
recommends that users wear their 
Pixel device on a lanyard around 
their neck or placed in the front 
pocket of a shirt or coat. That 
way, the phone’s camera gets an 
unobstructed view of the world 
and can identify objects and text 
“in situations where people might 
typically have to ask for help.”

It is not clear when Lookout 
will be available on hardware 
other than Google’s own, but the 
company says it’s hoping to bring 
the app “to more devices, countries, 
and platforms soon.”
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Matte makeup 
comes out 

with no shine and 
is usually flat with 
color, with the payoff 
being more muted than 
its glossy counterparts. On 
a technical level, the formulas are made without 
sparkling ingredients like mica and silica, and 
are instead stocked with low-reflection additives 
like talc. Unlike the vintage variety, newer matte 
powders have smaller particle sizes, so the 
product lays cleaner and blends more seamless 
without looking dry or chalky.
Prep skin for matte makeup: Laying the 
right groundwork is almost as important as the 
application itself. Guarantee a flawless canvas by 
smoothing a hyaluronic acid serum onto your 
bare complexion, followed by a gel moisturizer 
and a sunscreen. Let the ingredients absorb for 
five minutes, then apply a lightweight, silky primer 
for grip using fingers in a sweeping out motion. 
This will ensure your matte look will last all day. 
Plus, it will help fill any lines or larger pores, so 
makeup sits on an even surface. 
Choose the right base: The product can depend 
on your skin type, or it can depend on what your 
needs are, like how much time you have. It’s best 
for drier skin types to use cream or stick formulas 
as the emollient texture can ease discomfort 
associated with tightness and flaking. Oily skin 
types are best paired with loose or packed shine-
absorbing matte powders. Normal skin? You can 
wear a liquid, stick, powder, faintly tinted or a 
hybrid cream-to-powder matte formula.

Use a foundation brush or sponge to bring 
the look to life. Just don’t dampen the sponge 
as it might sheer down the texture or make the 
foundation dewier.

The perfect matte makeup pairs
You do not have to be exclusive with mattes — 
on the contrary, mixing and matching textures 
can really help you achieve your best look.  Here 
is how to do it.
Matte + Cream
Keep your complexion matte and everything else 
nice and dewy. Go for liquid lips, creamy cheek 
color and even cream eyeshadow. Or, skip the eye 
makeup altogether and just use a multi-tasking 
cream stick on lips and cheeks.
Matte + Highlight
You can do matte skin with a glossier highlight. 
After applying the no-sheen foundation, 
strategically place luminizer on all prominent 
facial bones for a more structured look. Think: 
brow bones, high cheekbones, along the jawline 
and down the front of the nose. You can even dab 
a bit into the Cupid’s bow for some lip definition. 
Use a stick brightener for easy touch-ups.

Or, try it the other way: dewy skin with a 
matte lip. Bring in a liquid foundation or tinted 
moisturizer and apply using your fingers or a 
foundation brush. To really up the ante, cocktail 
a tinted moisturizer with a liquid highlighter for 
elevated brightness. 

Then choose a bold, matte version of liquid 
lipstick for your lips.
Matte + Cream + Gloss
Like the triple play of makeup textures, this look 
will incorporate them all. Keep skin and lips super 
matte, then use a cream cheek color on your 
apples — tapped on using your ring finger in fluid 
motions. Finish with a clear eye gloss on lids and 
extra mascara.

 Matte 
Makeup 
   tips

Stylish 
tulle skirts 
The tulle skirt is described as beautiful, chic 

and feminine, but as lovely as a tulle skirt is, 
it can be really cute or very tacky looking, 

depending on how you wear it. Firstly, you 
should mostly wear high heels when styling as it 
balances out your proportion and adds length to 
your figure. This style of skirt adds volume to your 
frame and requires the added height to balance it. 
This is just one way; here are other styling tips for 
tweaking this piece to make it work for you.

Keep it girly: Stylish ladies love flaunting their 
femininity in a tulle skirt; it has just the perfect 
flounce. Emanate a girly essence by adding soft and 
dainty colors like pastels and other lighter hues to 
your outfit. Achieve a similar feat with blouses that 
are embellished with lace, ribbons, florals, or other 
traditionally feminine elements. Nothing screams 
delicately feminine, quite like a lacy blouse. You 
can also play up the skirt’s girlish roots with ultra-
feminine details, such as a statement necklace and 
bow-bedecked heels.
Aim for a casual look: For those whose style is 

very casual, your tulle skirt can blend in with your 
everyday wardrobe; simply choose casual clothes 
and accessories. Try toning down your tulle skirt 
with just a t-shirt and flats or you can opt for a 
denim jacket and chambray top to look effortless.  
Another on-trend guise; a flannel shirt and tulle 
skirt makes for an unexpectedly cool pairing. 
Tucking your shirt in is the best way to look 
prim and proper instead of sloppy. If you are 
feeling adventurous, go ahead and wear 
your tulle skirt with sneakers.

Casual is easy to pull off if you keep 
your top simple in shape and in a relaxed 
silhouette. Let your skirt be the statement-
maker and don’t let yourself get lost in the 
focal point.
Glamorous possibilities: 
Amp up the verve of 
tulle skirts adorned 
in silk and sparkling 
bits by showing off a 
party blouse in brilliant 
embellishments. Think 
beyond pink and white or 
other safe combination, a tulle skirt 
in an untraditional hue like vivid purple 
or neon pink speaks to your fashion-forward 
sensibilities. Alternatively, make your ensemble 
work friendly by wearing a tulle skirt with a 
trendy blazer. 

Mix and match textures: Create an interesting 
outfit by wearing your tulle skirt with a top 
that has a different texture. For winter, you can 
try to mix and match tulle with knitwear or fur.  
A thick cable knit sweater grounds the tulle 

skirt’s inherent whimsy, making your overall 
outfit more interesting. You may attempt 

the Parisian style; a short dark-colored 
tulles skirt matched with a striped 

sweater and ribbon-tie heels for 
instant classiness.
Play with edginess: For an outfit 
that is sure to deem you a stunner 
give your tulle skirt that tough 
edge by going all out of leather 
accessories and outwear. For the 
ultimate contrast, throw on an 
edgy leather jacket and metallic 

belt. Neutrals are chic and who 
doesn’t love a good mix of naughty 
and nice? Mix a blush or cream 
tulle skirt with a motorcycle jacket 

and black tee, which gives some 
serious attitude.

Maximalists will also surely approve of 
a texture-on-texture approach to the tulle 
trend. You may not know this but tulle can 
pair well with mesh and fishnets and glitter 
and sequins.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The annual World Happiness Report, a landmark 
survey of the state of global happiness  ranks 
156 countries by how happy their citizens 
perceive themselves to be. The report, released 
in conjunction with International Happiness Day 
on 20 March, is produced by the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Solutions Network in 
partnership with the Ernesto Illy Foundation. 

This year’s report finds Finland once again at the 
top of the global list of world’s happiest countries, 
followed by Denmark, Norway, Iceland and The 
Netherlands, rounding-off the top five happiest 
nations.

Despite being one of the richest countries in 
the world, the United States ranked in 19th place, 
one spot lower than the rank it held on the global 
index in 2018. The report bases its ranking on six 
key variables: gross domestic product per capita, 
social support, healthy life expectancy, freedom 
to make life choices, generosity and freedom from 
corruption. 

Kuwait ranked 51st among the 156 counties 
featured in the index, falling six spots from the 45th 
place it occupied in 2018. Other Gulf Cooperation 
Council (GCC) member-nations ranked higher than 
Kuwait. The UAE topped the GCC rankings with the 
21st in the global index

The UAE is ranked 21st, Pakistan 67th, Bangladesh 
125th and China is place at 93rd, according to the 
report. Surprisingly, Saudi Arabia often viewed as a 
drab country came in at 28th spot followed in 29th 
place by Qatar and Bahrain in 37th place. Oman did 
not feature in this year’s index. 

Bringing up the list of five most unhappiest 
countries in 2019, were Rwanda (152), Tanzania 
(153), Afghanistan (154), Central African Republic 
(155), and war-torn South Sudan at the bottom of 
the pile.

The idea of dedicating one day in the year to 
‘Happiness’ was conceptualized in 2012 by activist, 
statesman and then United Nations special adviser 
Jayme Illien with the aim of inspiring, mobilizing 
and advancing the global happiness movement.

Through a successful campaign, Mr. Illien 
managed to unite a global coalition of all 193 
United Nations member states, and secured the 
endorsement of then Secretary-General of the 
United Nations, Ban Ki-moon, to support the 
concept of establishing the International Day of 
Happiness.

In April 2012, speaking on the topic of global 
happiness and well-being before a high-level 
meeting of heads of state, ministers and high-level 
delegates from around the world, the UN Chief Ban 
Ki-moon said: “We need a new economic paradigm 
that recognizes the parity between the three pillars 

of sustainable development. Social, economic and 
environmental well-being are indivisible. Together 
they define gross global happiness.”

Two months later, on 28 June 2012, the United 
Nations General Assembly adopted by unanimous 
consensus of all 193 member states UN Resolution 
66/281 to celebrate the ‘International Day of 
Happiness’ on 20 March of each year. 

The day of 20 March was chosen as it coincided 
with the March equinox, when day and night are of 
almost equal duration in most time zones around 
the world. The day is also celebrated in many 
parts of the world as a spring festival that heralds 
the arrival of reviving spring after the dark days 
of winter. For many people and cultures, the day 
symbolizes the eternal hope of a better tomorrow 
that burns within us.

 However, long before Jayme Illien began to 
campaign for a day dedicated to happiness, in 1972, 
the then King of Bhutan, Jigme Singye Wangchuck, 
coined the term Gross National Happiness 
(GNH) to define and measure the well-being of 
Bhutanese citizens. The king considered GNH to 
be more Important than Gross National Product, 
in measuring the true level of happiness felt of 
individual citizens. Today, Gross National Happiness 
is instituted as the goal of the government of 
Bhutan and is inscribed in the Constitution of 
Bhutan.

World needs more Happiness Days
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TECHNOLOGY

PayPal provides 
instant transfer 
for bank accounts

No one likes waiting to get 
their money into their 

accounts. PayPal, the global 
online payment provider 
announced last week that 
it was addressing the delay 
issue with a new option that 
will let users instantly transfer 
funds to their bank account.

It is essentially an 
expansion of the existing 

instant money transfer feature that PayPal has 
offered since 2017. However that feature only 
allowed users to instantly transfer funds from 
PayPal to a Visa or Mastercard debit cards; the new 
option will let users move it directly to their banks 
just like they would with PayPal’s free transfer 
option, just much faster. PayPal charges 1 percent 
or a maximum of $10 for the faster transfer.  

Like the debit card transactions, PayPal says 
that the ‘instant’ transfers will vary by bank and 
may take up to 30 minutes to clear, but that is still 
far faster than the ‘one to three business days’ that 
the company quotes for the free, standard transfer. 
PayPal is also charging the same fee for instant 
transfers, whether they be to a bank or debit card.

The new instant transfer feature for banks is 
only available in the US for now, and it should be 
rolling out over the next few weeks. The company 
said it was looking to launch the feature in other 
countries in the future.

Clear all data 
before disposing 
USB drives

A recent study by researchers at the University 
of Hertfordshire in the United Kingdom found 

that around 68 percent of disposed USB drives still 
contained data from previous users.

For their study the researchers purchased 200 
used USB flash drives to determine whether data on 
the drive had been cleared before being disposed 

of. In addition to the data that could be recovered 
from the disposed drives, the researchers found that 
they could identity the previous owner of the drives 
from 20 percent of drives, and that on several drives 
there had been no effort made to delete any data.

Losing a USB drive is very easy. Whether it 
falls out of a pocket, is absentmindedly left 
plugged into a computer, or is swiped by 
someone with sticky fingers, the risk to your 
data is quite high. Because of this, encrypting 
your drive is the best defense to preventing 
data theft or protecting drives before they are 
disposed as encrypted data necessarily cannot 
be read by the new owner.

If you have not encrypted the data, the least 
you could do before disposing of USB drives is 
to format it so that it wipes away any data on 
the drive. To wipe a drive on Windows 10, go to 
‘This PC’, and right-click on the drive you want to 
securely erase. Click ‘Format...’ and un-check the 
‘Quick Format’ box, and click Start.

For Linux and Mac OS X, you can overwrite 
the entire device with random data using this 
command from the terminal: dd if=/dev/urandom 
of=/dev/sdX bs=1M (You will need to replace /dev/
sdX with the actual ID of the drive.)

Google apps help hearing- and visually-impaired

About one in three people 
between the ages of 65 
and 74 has hearing loss, 

and half of folks over 75 have 
difficult hearing. By 2055, based 
on World Health Organization 
estimates, about 900 million 
people worldwide will be living 
with hearing loss.

So Google deserves kudos for 
announcing two new Android 
applications designed to make 
life easier for deaf and hard-of-
hearing people. One of the apps, 
Live Transcribe, turns live speech 
into real-time captions by using 
a phone’s microphone; the other, 
Sound Amplifier, improves a 
phone’s sound output.

Live Transcribe, which works on 
Android 5.0 Lollipop and up, will 
be available in 70 languages and 
dialects. It also has a type-back 
keyboard for users who cannot or 
do not want to speak, and works 
with external microphones to 
improve transcription accuracy.

Google has begun to roll out 
a limited beta version of the app 
gradually to users worldwide 
through its Play Store. Once on a 
phone, it can be activated from the 

Accessibility settings and launched 
from the Accessibility button on 
Android’s navigation bar.

However, there are limitation 
to Live Transcribe; for one, it does 
not work well in places where 
surrounding sound is too loud; 
it also requires internet access 
and so performs poorly if the 
phone has a weak signal. It can 
also have a problem with accents. 
In response to the surrounding 

sound problem, Google has added 
a visual indicator that displays the 
signal-to-noise ratio of a phone’s 
immediate environment, so an 
operator can gauge if the app is 
going to perform effectively or not.

The second app that Google 
launched last week is called Sound 
Amplifier and it basically makes a 
phone’s audio clearer and easier 
to hear. Wired headphones can be 
used to filter, augment and amplify 

the sounds around you. The app 
increases quiet sounds without 
boosting loud sounds. Sound 
enhancement settings can be 
customized, and noise reduction 
can be applied with simple sliders 
and toggles to minimize distracting 
background noise. The app is now 
available from the Play Store and is 
totally free. 

Last year, Google also 
announced it was working on 

a new app named Lookout to 
help the visually-impaired. The 
app uses Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) to identify objects through 
the phone’s camera. It can also 
read text in signs and labels, scan 
barcodes, and identify currencies. 
This week, Google announced that 
Lookout will finally be available to 
download — though only for Pixel 
devices in the US.

Google cautions that, as with all 
new technology, Lookout’s results 
will not always be “100 percent 
perfect,” but it is soliciting feedback 
from early users.

To use Lookout, Google 
recommends that users wear their 
Pixel device on a lanyard around 
their neck or placed in the front 
pocket of a shirt or coat. That 
way, the phone’s camera gets an 
unobstructed view of the world 
and can identify objects and text 
“in situations where people might 
typically have to ask for help.”

It is not clear when Lookout 
will be available on hardware 
other than Google’s own, but the 
company says it’s hoping to bring 
the app “to more devices, countries, 
and platforms soon.”




